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Extension of Time on Several Interview With Visitor From Workers of Both Parties to Be Bonilla Is Marching Ag a i n s t New Mexico Colorado and Texas Jack Johnson Definitely Accepts Poor Districts Will Be Greatly
Puebla Who Was an Eye
Ceiba Americans Are
Water Rights AppliBenefited by Income From
Called to Explain Vote
Are Also Very Thinly
Challenge to Meet Winner
Witness.
cations Granted.
Rebels.
Land Donations.
at Paris.
Aiding
Populated.
Buying.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Warden Cleofes
Romero $280.77 convicts' earnings.
Leaves for Duke City.
Governor Mills left this morning
for Albuquerque, where he will address a statehood meeting.
O. A.
Larrazolo, the Democratic leader, is
also a speaker at this meeting, which
promises to be a very large and enthusiastic one.
Game Licenses.

Manager Michael Stanton of the
Elks Theater is busy these mornings
helping Game Warden Gable issue
1911 game .licenses, a big task, as
they have to be Issued at once.
Supreme

Court.

Supreme court opens Tuesday and
many important cases will come up.
The calendar will keep the court in
session three weeks.
Water Rights.
Territorial Engin-e- r Vernon L.Sullivan has granted extension of time
on water right applications as folNo. 303, Frank E. Downs, of
lows:
Carlsbad, the extension being neces
sary owing to an appeal taken to the
district court; application No. 359, of
Will Benson of Artesia, extension of
time granted on account of the large
size of the power project and also because the territorial engineer is col-lting hydrographic records and
data on the project, at the expense of
the applicant. Application No. 23G, 3.
W. Lewis, of Carlsbad, also time exe

tended.
The territorial enginner has granted certificates of construction as folof
lows: No. 2G7, Samuel B. Cox,
Hop&i No. 128, Fred J. Lukins of Artesia; No. 63, T. Banks, Hagerman;
No. 118, Blanche I. Major, of Artesia
and No. 251, Eugene F. Hardwich, of
Eoswell.
C B. Digby, of the territorial engineer's office has returned from Buck-mawhere he measured the flow of
the Rio Grande and found it to be
500 second feet.
Land Office Business.
The following were homestead entries at the local land office on December 28: Cayetano
Las
Duran,
Placitas, 160 acres; Cornelia M. Sandoval, San Isidro, 80 acres; Benjamin F. Hall, Cuervo, 320 acres; Juan
final
Antonio Trujillo, of Gonzales,

El Paso, Dec. 29. To have hoppers
made for a machine gun, Colonel
Jose Lomeli of the insurgent army,
is in El Paso from Ojinaga. He says
they captured a gun from the Federals last week and they will use it
as soon as the hoppers are made.
El Paso is full of Mexican secret service men and one of the men under
espionage is a former European army
officer who led a rebellion in Central
America about 15 years ago.
Saw Terrible Scenes.
That it is anything but pleasant to
be a traveler in Old Mexico Just now
was the declaration of Mrs. W. L. Edwards, who passad through the city
on her way to Salt Lake, stopping at
the Claire Hotel. Mrs. Edwards has
just come from Puebla, which is 100
miles south of the City of Mexico,
and she said that she has been trav
eling for a month to get here. The
traffic is necessarily slow, as the
trains are harassed by insurrectos.
She said that the extent of the war
is scarcely known outside of the im
mediate scene of activity, so careful
is the press censorship. Mrs. Edwards told several stories which
go to show that the government
troops are indeed using the mailed
fist to put down the insurrection.
She told how the
government
searched the house of a prominent
citizen and when the troop3 discovered ammunition in the house, the
entire family was put to dsath, without warning.
Is Invaded.
Ariz., Dec. 29. Rebel ac
tivity in Mexico has manifested itself in Sonora for the first time since
the present outbreak. A band of in
Sonora

Douglas,

surrectos, evidently marching from
Chihuahua, has arrived In a mining
camp east of Nacozarl. The leader
of the band assured the Americans
that their mining properties will not
be molested. He said he has been
a
educated in Chicago and was
stffftger in Sonora. The homes of
were
the
Mexicans,
however,
searched, arms confiscated and some
others
Mexicans impressed, while
Fifty
joined the band voluntarily.
Federal troops arrived early today at
Agua Prieta, across the border from
Douglas, having marched overland
that
from Taco. It is announced
they are to proceed to Nacozari with
the the intention of meeting the rebel
Gar-

West Union, Ohio, Dec. 29. "The
investigation of the wholesale vote
buying in Adams county is to be continued through a special grand jury
indefinitely," was the statement made
from the bench today by Judge Blair,
whose vigorous action has brought
out the facts in the country-wid- e
scandal.
Judge Blair said he would call before him the workers of both parties
and the "floaters" and added: "We
are going to clean up Adams county
as it has not been purged since the
Civil War." One hundred and six indictments were
reported by the
grand jury today, bringing the total
up to 938.
And These Are Honorable Men.
West Union, O., Dec. 29. Two new
features developed in yesterday afternoon's session of the special grand
jury investigating holesale buying
of votes in Adams county. One was
that of a woman selling her son's
vote and the other concerned a voter
who was bought in three different
ways. The woman lives in Peebles.
She is accused of having accepted $5
for her son's franchise. Both mother
and son were indicted but neither has
been arrested. A farmer in Jacksonville precinct, who came in today,
surprised the jury by his confession
that he was bought three times last
election day. For his promise to vote
the straight Republican ticket, he said
he recived $12.50; on a contract to
vote the straight Democratic ticket
he wa. paid $10 and the price for
agret'' to vote for a certain Democratic candidate was $3.
He pleaded guilty when arraigned
and was disfranchised for five years
and fined five dollars and costs and
given six months in the1 workhouse
with the prison sentence suspended.

n

homestead entry,

160

acres.

Mineral Surveys.
Mining Survey No. 1405 of
Lone Star Lode, claimant J. M.
ret, and E. C. Abbott, attorney, in
the Red River Mining District, Taos
county, was approved December 2 by
Surveyor General March. The survey was made by John H. Walker.
Survey No. 1424 of the Gra.nd Center
Group, two claims, the claimant
being the Bohemian Mining. Company
C. B. Hickman, agent,
and located
in Chloride Flat Mining District,
Grant county, was approved by the
The
Surveyor General December 9.
survey was made by F. L. Cox.
Brought Two Prisoners.
Sheriff Jesus Romero arrived today from Albuquerque with two prisoners whom he took to the territorial

band.

FAMOUS SAN JUAN
CASE BEGUN TODAY.
Alleged Land Frauds to Be Aired Be
fore Judge McFie This

Afternoon.

BRYAN

TAKES SHOT AT
SOUTHERN DEMOCRATS.

Declares
Him to

be Impossible for
Jackson
Day
Banquet.

it Will

Attend

Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 20.

W. J. Bry-

an has informed Albert J. Almoney
of Baltimore that he cannot attend
the Jackson Day Celebration on January 17. Br. Bryan says: "It will
be impossible for me to be present
and I hesitate to send a letter to be
read at the celebration lest it might
prove a discordant note, if, I would
infer from the preliminary arrangement, those who originated it, are
dissastified with the last Democratic
national platform;. That platfortra
two
was satisfactory td the party
years ago and is satisfactory to the
rank and file now. The victory last
month was in my judgment, largely
due to the fact that several planks of
the platform had already been vindicated by events and events have
since the election vindicated
other

Judge McFie is hearing, this after
noon, the case of the United States
vs. Rose J. Hide and A. J. Coolidge,
charged with land frauds in San Juan planks."
county. The hearing was to have begun this morning but upon request of PRESIDENT OF NEW
YORK BANK ARRESTED.
attorneys, the judge postponed it until 2 o'clock this afternoon to allow
penitentiary. Their names and sen- V. S. Atty. David Leahy to arrive for Depositors of Financial
Institution
tences are: Bartola Baca, 12 to 15
Closed Yesterday Will be Paid
the opening of the case.
years, and Cornelio Navarete, 1 to 3
in Full.
government
The United States
years.
claims that entries in the land office
New York, Dec. 29. Following the
made by Hide and Coolidge were
ANDREWS PUSHING FOR
fraudulent and asks the cancellation closing on Tuesday of the Northern
FEDERAL BUILDING. of
Bank of New York and Its nine branpatents they received. As Hide
the State Banking department
ches,
sold
have
to
are
and Coolidge
alleged
Calls at White the property that they pretended to today assumed temporary charge of
Arizona Delegation
the Washington Savings Bank pendHouse In a Forlorn Cause
prove up on, or took a mortgage on
ing an Investigation of its condition.
of
Today.
innocent
the same, the rights
J. G. Robin, whose operations caused
purchasers give rise to a very inter- the- closing of the Northern Bank,
(Special to the New Mexican.)
esting question.
is president of the Savings InstituWashington, D. C, Dec. 29 Deletion. It is expected that the depositNew
gate W. H. Andrews is pressing
ors of the Northern Bank will he
Mexico's interests at the Treasury
paid In full, but no definite statement
Department. He was notified that DAILY BLACK
of the bank's condition is expected
the advertisement for the erection of
for a fortnight
a Federal building at Roswell will
President Robin Arrested.
be issued early in January. In order
GE New York, Dec. 29. The grand
to rush to immediate completion the
jury this afternoon returned an inFederal building at Albuquerque,
dictment against J.G.Robin. The in$20,000 more have been assigned to
dictment specifically charges him
it, so that the structure may be oc- Life No Safer in New York with the larceny of $80,000 from the
cupied at the earliest possible date,
From Assassins Than in Northern Bank.
also urging an immeThe Delegate-iSicily
diate decision and appropriations for
SODIES OF TWO BOYS
the federal buildings at Las Crucea
TAKEN OUT OF MINE.
and Las Vegas.
HEAVY
DONE Both Had Died From Suffocation In
Arizona's Statehood. Chances.
Leyden Disaster. Were Covered
Delegate Cameron and an Arizona
With Dust.
at
were
the
House
White
delegation
Panic Caused in Neighborhood
ir .consultation with reference to Art
D.nver, Colorado, Dec. 29. The
and One Person Is Badly
zVha's constitution and statehood for
bodies of Louis and Frank Merrick,
Injured.
that territory. The chances for Ari
two American boys, victims of the
zona's early admission are very slim
explosion and fire in the Leyden Coal
and depend upon the elimination of
New York, Dec. 29. Blackhanders Company's
mine at Leyden, two
the initiative and recall from the con- are believed to be responsible for weeks ago were found early this
stitution.
another of the frequent East Side morning about 500 feet from the
bomb explosions today, which wreck- shaft No. 1. The bodies were comed the grocery store on east thir- pletely covered with dust and apFAMOUS ENGLISH TENNIS
PLAYER IS DEAD. teenth street ot an Italian, who has parently had been passed over
by
letters demanding two rescuing parties more than once.
received
D
29.
Dec.
thousand dollars. One person was Both died from suffocation.
Reginald
London,
the elder of the two seriously injured.) The shock caused
Dougherty,
Speak at Alameda This afternoon
brothers, the famous English tennis a panic In the neighborhood and did
team, died today. He had been in several thousand dollars of damage O. A. Larrazolo spoke to a large
to buildings and nearby property.
ill health for some time.
crowd at Alameda. Bernalillo county.
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New Orleans, Dec. 29. Reports received late last night say that a re
volution has broken out in Honduras
and that fighting is going on along
Honduras-Xicaraguathe
border
twenty miles below Cape Gracias.
According to wireless reports, the
forces are being led by General Lee
Christmas, who was to have met
KiOO men, many of them Americans,
on the Nicaraguan border with forty
flays provisions. It is believed that
Ceiba is the objective point of the
advancing revolutionists. It is understood that the planned attack is
for General Lee Christmas to force
his way inland, while Oeneral Bonilla
attacks Ceiba from the Puerto Certez
side, leaving the steamer Hornet,
which it is said will be heavily armed, at Puerto Cortez, while that port
is held under her guns.

School
es Moines, Dec. 2'.). "Tickled to
Superintendent
County
death," declared Frank Gotch today John V. Conway has addressed the
when informed that Jack Curler, man following letter to the teachers and
ager for George Hackenschmidt., the directors of public schools in Santa
"Russian Lion," had accepted notch's iFe county:
As I know that you
Gentlemen:
challenge to a wrestling match for a
and working
of
are
friends
education,
side-bethe
would
"I
$2u0or
prefer
our public
of
betterment
for
the
match to be pulled off the next three
I feel It incumbent
npon me
school,
or four weeks," said Gotch. "After
a subject
to
call
to
attention
your
on
mat
I
will
the
stay
meeting him,
as long as any of them can put up in which we are all interested.
The constitution recently framed
enough money'
contains some excellent provisions in
Johnson Accepts Offer.
Paris, Dec. 29. It is announced favor of our rural public school disthat Jack Johnson, the heavy weight
BIG STATEHOOD RALLY
tricts, and is deserving of the hearty
AT ALBUQUERQUE TONIGHT champion has accepted definitely the
offer marie some time ago of $25,OOn support of every educator and friend
of education In the Territory. UnGovernor Mills, O. A. Larrazolo and to come to Paris in April to fight the
of the approaching match be- fortunately in the past, our rural pubwinner
of
Other Republican
Big Array
tween Joe Jeannette and Sarn Lang-ford- . lic schools have suffered from
the
and Democratic Speakers.
the
insufficiency of funds to run
His Sweetheart Surprised,
schools a profitable length of time
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 29 That
Des Moines, Dec. 29. Miss GlailvK and we are practically in the same
MISS GARRETT'S SONG
the people of Albuquerque and Bermust
IS MUCH PRAISED. nalillo county have alive and intelli- Oestneh of Humboldt, the fimtncee of condition
today. Something
Frank
was surprised today; be done to relieve this condition,
as
gent interest in the constitution to when Gotchover
told
the telephone
Former tas Cruces Girl Writes Com- be voted on at the polls
that (it. cannot be done bv Inc. :ised taxa- January 21; uuu u
I.
aim
nacneiiscimiicn
areitlon.
liner statehood we are
position on "Sunny Mexico."
that they want statehood and believe
Well Received.
the organic act framed will assure! likely to meet on the mat. "Whyisured and guaranteed at least a five
Frank promised he would not go months term of school in each school
The following article recently ap- a prosperous state is indicated by the
back to
she said. "We district of the new state. The mopeared in the Chicago Tribune, and enthusiam which has been evident had a talkwrestling!"
a short time ago and he ney for this is to be derived from a
will be of interest to a large number everywhere in regard to the big mass
did not say he had
his special fund rre:-changed
by setting aside
of New Mexicans.
meeting to be held tonight at 7:30 mind.''
"Will you break the enga- certain school lands, the proceeds of
Miss Garrett is well known in New in the Elks' opera house. The meetgement if he returns to the mat?" which shall go towards the defraying
Mexico, having lived here most of ing is to be a popular assemblage not There was a moment's hesitation. of
any deflrit that may exist in any
a
vow
and
the
theater
political
pow
her life. Her father, the late Pat
"No, I would not want to say that, school district fund.
known will be filled to the doors with a re- but I cannot say definitely until I
Garrett, was prominently
We are also assured qualified
presentative gathering of business talk
throughout the. southwest.
things over with him. He pro teachers. with adequate salaries,
men
when
to
the
is
called
meeting
Elizabeth Garrett, a blind girl livraised me but then I guess I'd better which will go far toward
ote'er at 7:30.
improving
ing at the Y. W. C. A., is one of the
see Frank."
the present situation. In the past
This
to
is
be
meeting
afthoroughly
in
for
persons
happiest
Chicago,
the rural school districts have sufThe speakers will in- MINER WANTS TEN
ter three years of self denial and
fered from the lack of funds
with
clude
Octaviano
VeLarrazolo
of
Las
study of music she has completed a
THOUSAND FOR INJURIES. which to carry on the schools, and
one of the best platform speakcomposition which has won the ap- gas,
try as they may our legislators are
plause of the great singers in the ers in the southwest, a leader of the Bonifacio Gonzales Sues St Louis unable to improve the condition.
a
and
Democracy
prominent
citizen;
city. A note from Miss Garrett to
Now, the way toward our relief seems
Rocky Mountain
Railway For
Governor W. J. Mills, jurist and exeChicago
Marguerite Sylva of the
to have been opened, and a most exSum.
Big
cutive familiar with the constitution
grand opera company, asking that
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 29. The cellent, opportunity to improve our
with
ar1
the
needs
of
New
Mexico;
she be permitted to
sing the Isaac Earth,' chairman of the
St. Louis Rocky Mountain and Pacific educational facilities has been offercounty
work before her, uncovered "In SunDemocratic central committee;, Judge railway was made defendant in a ed, through our acceptance of the
ny Mexico," whicH tilt topera people Edward A.
boon of Htatehood, for aside from the
Mann, district attorney; suit in the district court jesterday
believe will be received as a classic.
in
many benefits that wdi accrue therewhich
Bonifacio
Gonzales
for
asks
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, an old Dem"It is one of the most beautiful ocratic warhorse
the National government
and representative $10,000 damages as compensation for from,
of
things I eyer heard," said Mme Syl- business man; Francis E. Wood, dele-- i injuries alleged to have been sustain- donates nearly nine millions
va, who promised the blind girl she gate in the constitutional convention ed in the company's mine near Ra- icres of public land for educational
would have it
Mme. and numerous others of
which will greatly contri
produced.
.all political ton, Colfax county, on December 30, purposes,
bute towards the advancement
1909.
of
Sylva says she expects to sing "In persuasion.
the cause.
Forestall
and
Sunny Mexico" at a Campanini conMcRae
Sued.
Larrazolo Interviewed.
E. E. Forestall and .1. W. McRae.
cert.
The acceptance of statehood, at
"New Mexico will give a big major-as individuals and
Miss Garrett, who has been blind
were this time, means better
schools,
ity for the constitution but everybody sued for
saved
since her infamcy,
$100 in the district court longer terms, qualified teachers, deenough irrespective of
should work to
party
the
money to bring her from El Paso,
plaintiff being H. B. cent salaries, better system, and in
it as
unanimous as pos- yesterday,
Fergnsson who alleges that McRae fact freedom of public schools from
her Texas- - home. Several influen- jmake said nearby
O.
A.
of
Larrazolo
Las
leased
certain ofTce rooms from political
tial citizens have become interested sible,"
This
influence.
alone
Vegas on his arrival in the city yes- him
on August
in Miss Garrett through Mme. Sylva
20, 1910.
to stir the hearts of
pro- ought,
the
I
have
I
been
"Everywhere
terday.
to
as
pay
rental therefor friends of education, and awaken in
and they announce their intention to find the sentiment strong for the act. mising
alper month.
is
It
them a desire to see to it that the
help give the girl a complete musical San Miguel county will give a good $100
education.
round majority; in Torrance it will leged that $100 is due on the rent present constitution is accepted. We
which remains unpaid.
must carry the constitution, and it
be practically unanimous; Guadalupe
horestnll arrived in Albuquerque cannot be done through indifference,
WEDDING OF GRANDSON
which I visited recently, will bring
OF JEFFERSON DAVIS. in a good big vote for it. It: is aj yesterday from Phoenix, Arizona, ac- it needs your aid, and the assistance
Dick of every educator in the Territory.
good constitution and every man ir-- companied by Deputy Sheriff
Never were we confronted with a
It Took Place at Colorado Springs respective of party should vote fori Lewis, having been arrested in Arizona ten days ago, following an in- more vital
the constitution and for statehood.
issue, than statehood is
Yesterday Afternoon. Couple will
dictment
returned in Bernalillo coun- today, for the edueatiom.1
Reside at Garfield, Utah.
provisions
'
Las Vegan Addresses Meeting.
ty charging embezzlement.
It is are such, as to tend to place us on an
Colorado Springs, Dec. 29. JefferThe court house was well filled understood
that
inForestall
was
son Hayes Davis, the grandson of with
equal footing with the most
pronative people! dicted upon testimony
people
mostly
presented to gressive states of the Union. StateJefferson Davis and Miss Dore
from up and down the valley last! the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. night when O. A. Larrazolo who ar who grand jury by C. E. Newcomer, hood at this time, also means, the
alleged that Forestall, or his abandonment of the antiquated sysTheodore F. DeWitt of Broadmoor, rived from Las
Vegas on the Limited agents had received some $300 from
tem
were married yesterday afternoon at
we
yesterday began his address to the him in an illegal manner. Forestall have and habits under which
church. Mr. mass
St. Stephens Episcopal
unwillingly existed, and the esmeeting held at that place. furnished bond both In Phoenix and
and Mrs. Davis went to California on Five hundred
tablishment of
methods in
copies of the constitu-- Albuquerque and when
he arrived tie managemen- - of school affairs.
a wedding trip and will reside at tion
in
were
on!
printed
Spanish
here yesterday took nnnriera at thai
.,
,
Garfield, Utah, where Mr. Davis is hand for distribution to the people!
.....j ...
Alvarado hotel.
,
the Utah Copper Company.
and they wece eagerly taken, part of
able. and we should put our should
Mr. Larrazolo's exhortation
being ONLY TWO BODIES
VIOLENT EARTHQUAKE DOES
ers to the wheel and help carry it
that the people read the act for
RECOVERED THUS FAR. by an
GREAT DAMAGE AT ELIS. themselves.
overwhelming majority. NotAthens, Greece, Dec. 29. A violent
withstanding the fact that the preMr.
Larrazolo
made
a
El
force29.
Dec.
Paso,
strong
Only two bodies sent constitution is an educational
earthquake in the vicinity of Elis to- ful and
convincing speech, pointing have been taken from the slag pit life saver there are some
day caused heavy damage. The gov- out
selfish
the practical benefits for all the at the El Paso smelter, where 13 men
ernment has dispatched help.
interests
Its defeat, and it bepeople which will come from
the were buried by an explosion of dyna- hooves usplotting
to endeavor to save the
statehood assured by this constitu- mite yesterday. Four men are still
day for the poor school children ot
tion and taking up various parts of
missing and no doubt are dead. Sev- our future state.
the document to which objection has en men were taken out alive.
Hoping that you will use your utbeen made, he riddled the objections
most efforts in behalf of the constituand demonstrated the fairness of the
tion, and that our fight for educatio
constitution toward-- all classes of
will be successful
people. "Statehood," however, was
I have the honor to remain,
the keynote of his address and he apVery sincerely yours,
pealed strongly to the patriotism and
JOHN V. CONWAY,
of
his
progressivepess
audience, urgHeavy Rain Is Falling i n ing
County School Superintendent, Santhem to accept the golden opporta Fe County, New Mexico.
South From Texas East
tunity s.rid secure self government.
December 28, 1910.
He
Alameda
at
afternoon.
this
spoke
to Atlantic
I
Washington, Dec. 29 Rhode
nnd h:is rwK nnrstins tn tlio enmirni
bumile, according to the census
thus leading the list of. states
jreau
; in the matter
of density
of popula-'tion- .
Nevada, with only
of a person to the square mile is
at the tail end. Wyoming boasts of
1
to
the
persons
square
mile, while Arizona with one and
eight tenths stands third from the
last. New Mexico and Colorado are
among the states with fewer than
ten to the mile. Texas has fourteen!
and eight tenths to the square mile.
si-- !
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FROST WILL NIP

0

BELT

THIRTEEN KILLED

Bfjpsi

SPECIAL

STORM

REPUBLIC OF PORTUGAL
IS ALREADY TOTTERING.

MINGS

It's Thundering in Gulf States-HiWind Interferes

Army and Navy Gave Evidence
Disloyalty Plot to Restore
gh
King Manuel.

weather bureau reports an unusually
heavy rainfall, especially In Texas
and predicts severely cold weather
tonight and tomorrow In many sections of the cotton belt.
Special
storm Warnings have been issued in
the Gulf states and high winds have
with
already seriously interfered
wir communication
a
throughout
large portion of the south.

of

MORE

IBM

TWENTY

INJURED

BA.CA

SENTENCED TO
SERVE LONG TERM.

Man Convicted of Mistreating Twelve
Year Old Girl, Gets Twelve to

Fifteen Years.
Albuquerque,

With Telegraph.
Dec.
29.
Louisville,
Thunderstorms accompanied
torrential
by
rains prevail today from Cairo, Illinois southward to the gulf.
The

Big Crowd Had Gathered
Around Boiler Which
Blew up

!

Paris, Dec. 9.- - Advices from Lisbon describes the political situation
in the new republic of Portugal nn
threatening. The government is re- yuiieu juui sure oi me army ana tne
navy. There Is much insubordination in the army, while as a measure
of precaution three cruisers
have
been ordered to leave the harbor of
Lisbon on various pretexe3. The pop-

Seven Bodies Identif i e d, the
Other Were Italians and
Polanders.
,

N. M., Dec.

29.

An

indeterminate sentence of from 12
to 15 years in the penitentiary, was
pronounced upon Bartolo Baca,
by
Judge Ira A. Abbott in the district
court yesterday. Baca was convicted ten days ago on a charge of raping
a girl under fourteen years of age.
He was not sentenced on general sentence day last week, because It was
claimed by his attorney that he was
too 111 to appear in court. Baca was
taken to the penitentiary today.

Pittsfield, Mass., Dec. 29. A boiler
at the plant of the Morewood Lake
Ice company at Morewood Lake exploded today, killing 13 men and Inulace is becoming alarmed.
A pubjuring upwards of 20. The men were
lished report has It that the government has discovered a secret society sitting around the boiler warming
themselves.
Seven have been iden
Marriage License Issued A mar-which is plotting to restore
King
Manuel to the throne and leaders of tified. The unidentified are either
jrsraua; io
John J. Hamilton and Thora
Larsen,
the conspiracy have been arrested.
Italians or Polanders.
both of Albuquerque.
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THE LITTLE STORE
WE HAVE THE GOODS

Vp0Ptah1Pl

Cabbage,

Cauliflower,

Carrots,

Celary,

I&fcGiauiGO Wax Beans, Green String Eeans Green Peas

Fnil'k

'PP,es Bananas, Oranges,

Grape Fruit, White
Grapes, Red Grapes, Black Grapes, Persimmons.

NUTS AND CANDIES
TUKKEY, CHICKEN AND OYSTERS

inter Grocery Co,
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

No. 40.

Telephone

THURSDAY,

by actual proof to be the most notable success the stage In this
country has known.
ald m Fu'l" is now in only its
I tried all kinds of blood remedies1
which failed to do me any good, but I third year, its second outside of New
nave iouna me ngnt tning at last. My, York, yet it has been
played a iotal :
face was full
and
After taking Caskets they all left. I am l 244 eekS' W1,h 2012 l)erfances.
continuing the use of them and recom- - lhls astonishing result was attained j
ve companies simultaneously in j
mending them to my friends. I feel fine
nac m iiK iuurmnsr. nuue 10 a n?rom. nans nt the rnitpri sratpq! Father, Mother and Child had It for
have a chance to recommend Cascarets.
8 Months. Heads Mass of Sores.
and in Canada.
Never before has
Fred C. Witten, 76 Elm St., Newark, N.J,
Could Not Sleep. Itching Terany one play been acted by so many
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
No other play
could
companies.
rible, Cured in 2 Months.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
have stood it.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
treatment has abso"The Cutir-urAll last season these
five comcure or your money bade
922
cured me and family of eczema
panies presented this play in New lutely
whii.'h I, my wife and
child
had for eight months. It started with
York, in all the big cities, in the
on the head of my child
small
small ones as well, from coast to
which pirnis
gradually broke out in sores, and
coast, from interior Canada to the
:t was not Ion? In fore I and my wife got
tha sam?. O ir heads were one mass of
gulf, back and forth, covering the
Death of General Davis.
sores, vn could not Bleep and the itching
same territory repeatedly, demanded
We suffered for eight
was
terrible.
N.
M.
December
29.
Albuquerque,
enmonths. We tri:'d different kinds of
The Albuquerque Morning Journal by theatre managers for return
and
medicine
ointments
but it did us no
of Monday contains a notice of the gagements, frequently as many as
good and soon it began to break out on
five and six times, invariably doing
our bo;lie3 until a friend who had the
death in Doylestown,
on
Penn.,
on each "repeat",
same trouble told me about Cuticura of
Christmas day, of General W. II. H. greater business
which I used two sots of Cuticura Soap,
and this in cities which too often for
Cuticura Ointment and Cuticura Resol- Davis, a veteran of the Mexican and
a
mere
out
theatrical
turned
good
vent, and I was surprised. After the
Civil wars, at the age of ninety
first few da.73 our head3 began to heal
for other attractions
guard
corporal's
But comparatively few peoand in two months we were absolutely
years.
known as popular successes.
cured of this terrible eczema. Eugene
pie in New Mexico are aware that
career
PottholT, ssi Ralph Street, Brooklyn,!
of "Paid in Full" is the
The
General Davis was secretary of this
N. Y., February 18, 1910."
most remarkable in theatrical his,
1854-57and
No stronr;r evidence than this could
territory in the year3
tory. Never since the beginning has
givon of th9 success and economy of
during that time served thirteen ' a play grown in favor like this one. be
Cuticura Romedies in the treatment
the
He was
months as acting governor.
of torturing, disfiguring humors of the
is its record of reTruly
astonishing
of infants, children and
skin and
the author of "El Gringo" or "New turn
visits. Back to a city for the adults. Ascilp,
single hot bath with Cuticura
Mexico and Her People," and later,
fifth and sixth time it was sure to
Soap and a gentle anointing with Cutiin 1869, he wrote, "The Spanish Con- draw a
cura Ointment are often sufficientdis--to,
house than before.
bigger
afford immediate relief in the most
a
condensed
quest of New Mexico,"
As elsewhere, so in New York.
tressing cases and permit rest and sleep
version, or translation from the En-- I After the play had run two years when
all else fails. Cuticura Soap and
French
narratives
and
Ointment are equally effective in pre- Spanish
glish,
on Broadway, the four other comserving, purifying and beautifying the
of successive expeditions from that
were called
at various
skin, scalp, hair and hands and in
of Cabeza ' e Baca, down to those of panies to renew the upon
preventing minor eruptions becoming
New York entimes
A
booklet giving
chronic.
1700.
Hubert H. Bancroft a later
s
in
and
instance
every
gagement,
description and treatment or skm
historian, says of this book, that they were received with all the enwill be sent free, on application,
fc
Davis wrote in a clear and pleasing
Corp.,
by the Potter Drug Chemical
thusiasm that has marked the course
135 Columbui Ave., Boston, Mass.
style and added not only a map, but of "Paid in Full' at the Astor Theasome useful notes drawn from his
'own knowledge of the country; and tre. It is a New York cast that
will be seen at the Elks' Theatre, the fourteenth child in the family, a
that his translations from the French
December 29, when the lusty boy.
the Thursday,
were better than those from
United Play Company presents "Paid
Fixing Up New Cell House. ConNot only Bancroft, but
Spanish.
Don't allow yourself to tractor R. W. Smith of Las Vegas
in
Full".
other modern writers seem to agree miss this
great play, with a New York has been awarded the contract to
that the book was a careful compilaand production.
company
lay cement floors in the new cell
Coronado's
tion down to the time of
at the territoriol penitentiary.
house
expedition, but after this, was someDeath at Insane Asylum. Andrew
what irregular and careless, which
Corbett, aged 77 years, died at the
had also been a fault of several other
New Mexico hospital for the insane
writers on New Mexico, including
at Las Vegas. His remains were
Bancroft closes
Bancroft himself.
shipped to Hagerman, Chaves county.
hia criticism of the work by saying
that research was amid unfavorable
HOW'S THIS?
circumstances on part of the writer.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re"El Gringo," the earlier work publisward for any case of Catarrh that
hed by Davis, contained also much
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
useful information, with a narrative
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
and description of the country of
We, the undersigned, have known
5
New Mexico and its people.
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
General Davis bore a high reputabelieve him perfectly honorable In
tion for capacity and executive abilall
business transactions, and finanity during his public service in New
able to carry out any obligacially
He was among the best
Mexico.
tions made by his firm.
of
sons
noble
and bravest of the
WALDING, KINNAN, & MARVIN,
Pennsylvania in the army of the Po-Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
He
tomac during the Civil war.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internwent to the front in command of thei
ally, acting j directly upon the blood
104th regiment.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
The imprint on his "Spanish ConTestimonials sent free. Price, 75c,
quest." shows that he was a marterj
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
of am, a member of the Historical
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Society of Pennsylvania aand of the
New York Geological and Biographi
cal Society.
On Pressing Occasions
H. R. WHITING.
t
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CUTICURA CURED

Kmyair

Established 1856.?

SEUGMAINBR0SC0.

FAMILYOFECZEMA

I

'f

Toys Toys Toy
0 LIDIY GOODS

ld

THE FORUM

In buying your Holiday Goods
of us you are assured of attractive and interesting stocks brimful of new and original gift,
ideas and suggestions.

j

j

'

ANEW LINE
of

Mens

and

Boys

Fine Shoes
See our Window Display

incorporated 1903s

1

j

WE GIVE CASH EEGlfcTFE TKKB1 &
ALL
WITH
CASE PUBCHSli:

DECEMBER 29, 1910.

t

black-head-

CHRISTMAS WEEK

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. tiu

Come Now and Make Your Selections
THE GOODS ARE RIGHT.
THE PRICES ARE RIGHT.
'

FOR HALF

A

j

CENTURY THE LEADING

f

arlec-tion-

P.O. Box 219
ihiiiw i

DRY GOODS HOUSE

Phone 39
zzz

.

iiiHiiBim

IN THE CITY

'

SHOES

that gives a dressey appearance
SHOES that wear.

John Pfleuger
Shoe Specialist.

THE

REXALL STORE

THE REXALL

NEW YEAR

STORE

AW.

Bf"!ll

Store

CANDIES.

FISCHER DRUG
The

COMPANY

Plays and Players.

Store

The ffigggj

Store

s

SdWr

"V

WW

.

M

FOR THE

j

STATIONERY,
PERFUMERY, FOUNTAIN
RAZORS,
PIPES, KODAKS and FANCY

LEFTOVERS
ALL NEW-- NO
Large Assortment of Tags, Seals A Greeting Cards.

1

EJ.f

lirp

x

j

selected
We have a small stock of Choice and w:
goods suitable for NEW YEAR GIFTS and
invite you to inspect what we offer.

PACKAGE

T.I.U

j

1

T0ILET BOXES,
PENS, SAFETY

.

f Jin?

NEW YEAR

te MOO

IE:J

'

Why, the HARDWARE STORE Is just the place to buy sensible,
useful Christmas gifts.
Silverware, Carving Sets, Table Cutlery, Pocket Knives, Ranges
and a thousand and one other things will make presents your family or your friends will like.
Don't throw your money away buying some trashy present, but
come to us and buy a sensible gift.
Jwar ico! S

We have it. jone

If it's Hardware

"

Paid in Full"
Paid In Full.
Those who are curious about the
theatre and no other single contribusocial structor to the present-dature possesses so general interest-w- ill
be entertained by some striking
bits of information relating to a
ononoBfifnl nlav
The nlav is "Paid
Palace
'
..
Walter
J. Eaton, Kansas City; W. J. Hand,
,
111
1 UU ,
lllVll hvJ
Play Co., Scranto, Pa.; G. Frost, Ervien, Sanproduced by the United
pronounced by public and critics the ta Fe; Roland Wittman, city.
Claire
greatest and most enjoyable Ameri
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heather, Du- - when you need your clothing, or any
can drama of the time, and shwn
Denver;
rango; Riveria Sheppard,
part of It, cleaned and pressed don't
W. C. Smith, Estancia; F. B. Dubois,
accom- Kansas City; Frank McPike, St. Jo- be foolish enough to try and
i
Mo.
plish it yourself because you will lose
-

!

!

00

STATE
TOYS

AND

FOR XMAS. AT

FRANK

PRINCESS SCHERODA

GENERAL STORE
Statehood Prices Prevail.

Wholssaie
&

both time and temper and probably
ruin the garments. Better bring them
P. Holmes, Miss H. L. Shaw, Des to us and we will give you a profesPalmists and Clairvoyants Moines; Irene B. Burrill, Champaign,
sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
Til
Tnd '
Mabel Trapv
Anderson.
Room J at The Claire Hotel Room 3
ana
Alexander Read, A. M. Edwards, Far-- ! 5'0U ln Promptness, excellence
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
reasonable
price.
mington; Franfl Lacy, Espanola;
How to have good luck?
Louis Mitchell, Enid, Okla.; H. W.
Tailor.
How to be successful in bussiness?
Clark, Las Vegas; J. M. Hartley,
How to win the one you love?
Buckman.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenuet.
Coronado
How to influence other people?
Manuwife
Las
with
trouble
Are you having
Vegas;
Henry Norman,
you
el Ortiz, Nambe; Martin Drake, Eshusband or sweethart?
in your tancia; Edward
Archuleta, Raton;
Is some one interfering
R. W. Smith, East Las Vegas.
home life?

Retail

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA

45

LEO HERSCH

Albuquerque; Mrs.

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

Do you want someone or something
located?
reDo you want to know how to
gain your health?
Are you mediumistically inclined?

FE- -

YOU CAN BE DEVELOPED

The

IK 45

THE

Princes canreadyourlife
an open

Telling you PAST

PRESENT

DAILY

ROUND

book

&

carry complete line

popular hair and facial tonics.

STERLING

SILVER

MANICURE

SETS

Nail Files, Tooth Brushes, Manicure Scissors and Pieces, Match Boxes,
Korean Brass in
Picture Frames.
Ladies' and Gents' Traveling Sets.
Candlesticks, Puff Boxes, etc.

Hours

Yours for Good Goods and Low Prices

L

Q

YOlTZ

10

f Stop That

N

M.

COLD IN ONE DAY

TO CURE
Take LAXATI V K BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druftgists lefiiud money If It falls to cure E
W.GROVK'H signature is on each bo.25o
A

8anta Fe

to 8 Daily.

HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

The Struggle, for Statehood
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS

her work there is no guess work her
days of experimenting are over, and all
her work is positively GUARANTEED to
CALL TODAY.
suit the most exacting.
In

OIR NEW YEAR OFFERINGS
GOLD AND SILVER JEWEL BOXES

Telephone 85

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

By
j

OF EFFORT.
Hon. L. B. PRINCE

The Book of the Time
If you would discuss the subject
Intelligently.
1 fft
Mailed on
receipt ol P1W
NEW MKXIOAN PRINTING Oo,
Santa Pe.N. M

CO

SPRINGER, NEWMEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lauds, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGE
iAND
.

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent lan. We have Irrigation enter- prises, neeulna capltiU. Moneyed men are

RANCHES,

LARGE
AND
s
SMALL
:
;
SMALL.
Invited to correspond with w.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

For i9 yeart the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

UP.

Marriage Licenses A marriage liOUR NEW PITCH
cense was issued here to Froilan OrTREATMENT
tiz and Teodoro Martinez, aged 21,
both of Chimayo.
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
No Race Suicide There. Mr. and
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
Mrs. John A. Lee of Estancia, are
other
scalp irritations. We also
proud over the arrival this week, of
a
ol ail the

IN A SI10RTTIME- -

like

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

C.

Clearly reveled to you.

Francisco Street,

Telephone

Steam Coal.

Montezuma

M, L. Stern,

FUTURE

S45 San

MONTEZUMA AVENUES
Near A. T, & 8. F. Depot.

KERR'S

Sole Agents For
IMERNATI0NAL STOCK FOOD.

PHONE
BLACK

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood undKiEdliDg.

Julius Muralter,

POTATOES and
SALT,

Lump

CERRILLOS

seph,

The Queen of All

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal al Sizes,

i

GORMLEY'S

F.

AND RETAIL

Screened

TTiiP-nn-

M

DOLLS

WHOLESALE

!l

HOTEL ARRIVALS

BATHS

BATHS

&

FITCH

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
i
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
.
extra charge.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Morses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in tha
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

:

PHONE RED 122.

RATES

In fiispar Avmm

RIGHT.

CKAS. CLOSSON

FHONB RED 112.

L By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.

C UUU 11

We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.

-

ZOOM'S Ph armacy

Phone 213

K'S Pharmacy
or

DECEMBER 29, 1910.

THURSDAY,

CERTAIN RESULTS

CERTIFICATE

REEXTENDINQ
CHARTER.

Many a Santa Fe Citizen Know
Sure They Are.

How Treasury Department,
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1910.
Nothing uncertain aT)Out the work
of Doan'a Kidney Pills in Santa Fe.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
There Is plenty of positive proof of presented to the undersigned, It has
this In the testimony of citizens. Such been made to appear that THE FIRST
evidence should convince the most NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
skeptical doubter. Read the following located in the City of Santa Fe. in the
County of Santa Fe and Territory of
statement:
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, Col- New Mexico, has complied with all
of the Act of Conlege St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Sev- the provisions
eral years aso I used Doan's Kidney gress "to enable National Banking As
Pills and I was cured of a bad attack sociatlons to extend their corporate
of kidney complaint. At that time a existence, and for other purposes'
statement appeared in the local pa- approved July 12, 18S2, as amended
12, 1902;
pers, telling of my experience and I by the act, approved AprilLAWRENCE
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
now take pleasure in confirming all
that was then said in favor of Doan's O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the Cur
do hereby certify that THE
Kidney Pills. I had pain3 in my back rency,
BANK OF SANTA
that made it difficult for me to stoop FIRST NATIONAL
FE, located In the City of Santa Fe,
and there were othe.- troubles which In
the County of Santa Fe, and Terri j
plainly showed that my kidneys were tory of New Mexico, is authorized to
at fault. Soon after-began taking have succession for the
period speciDoan's
Kidney Pills, improvement fied in its amended articles of associawas noticeable and the contents of
tion; namely, until close of business
two boxes restored 1117 kidneys to on
December 2, 1930.
their normal condition and removed
IN TESTIMONV WHEREOF witthe pain from my back. I am glad to
hand and Seal of office this
ness
say that during the time that has secondmy
day of December, 1910.
since passed, my cure has been perLAWRENCE O. MURRAY,
manent"
Comptroller of the Currency.
For sale by all dealers
Price BO
cents.
Co., Buffalo, (Seal)
Charter No. 1750. Extension No. 1767.
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-
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Notice Is hereby given that
the
following named claimant has filod
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S01 (20 Stats., 854). as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
States., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, t:
S. Ct. Comr., Cuba, N. M.. on Febru
ary 10, mi, viz: Celso Sandoval, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 4123 in
Sees. 2S and 29, T. 21 N.. R. 1 V N
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse

:
r

J

(Republication.)

i

H,

v.,

.....v.

s1,
'

.

'

Sulivan.)

v

i

.

L.

,1

1

i i,,.

1.:

1

4&i

'

a

.'.

Vernon

Notice for Publication.
Coal Jemez Forest.)
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 14. 1H1U.
(01384C

'

Doan's

and

Notice for Publication.
(Not Coal 01450.)
Department of the nterioi-U S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
November 21, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that Lucy
Isabel Balfe, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on September 9, 1908, made homeNo.
for
01450,
stead
entry
SE.
NW.
NE.
SW.
.

1--

Lots

&

2

3,

section

all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations ot
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO
above-mentione- d

Registei
If you want anywimg on

eam-Jt- rr

a New Mexican Want Ad.

'.,

We Have Built Up

-

,

7

v-

Dam Salt Peter Creek, Maxwell Irrigated

Concrete

possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the surrey ol
the township, viz.:
Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
Cristobal Casados, Euseblo Trujillo.

a-

r

k

s

MX--

n

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

and

FE SEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

.'HE SANT,

Lands Company.

A SIMPLE SAFEGUARD

FOR MOTHERS.
Mrs. D. Gilkeson, 326 Ingles Ave ,
Youngstown, Ohio, gained wisdom by
"My little girl had a seexperience.
vere cold and coughed almost continuously. My sister recommended
Foley's Honey and Tar. The first dose
I gave her relieved the Inflammation
in her throat and after using only one
bottle her throat and lungs were entirely free from Inflammation. Since
then I always keep a bottle of Foley's
Hoeny and Tar In the house. Accept
no substitute. Sold by Capital

1

.7

i.
(.

......

;.(

Sf'

'

f.

,

16 N., Range 9 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final commutation proof,
TO AND FROM ROSTnrELL.
to establish claim to the land above
Connection made with Automobile
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
the 30th day of December, 1910.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosClaimant names as witnesses: Geo. well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosS. Tweedy,' Chas. A. Siringo, John S. well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
R. Hammltt, Edmonla T. Hammitt, Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn t.t 6 p. m. The
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoFoley Kidney Pills are tonic In ac mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
tion, quick In results, and restore the
and
natural action of the kidneys
If you want anything on earth try
bladder. They correct Irregularities. a New Mexican Want Ad.

THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery stable, as we have rigs to let as good as
private ones. If you
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
or you have an engagement where a
carriage Is necessary or proper, send
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
be pleased with our service
and
prices.

'V

11, Township

MKwmCTgcmi,

WILLIAMS k
,4- -

5

Low Line

.

Head-gate-

.

"S-
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Vennejo Canal, Maxwell Irrigated

San FrancUco

Re4

139

7
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WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have every
modern
facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your

contracts.

RISING

St 'Phone

f

Charles W. Dudrow

wmm w

Lauds Company.

uifrnj

New Mexico Military Institute

E

ROSWELL, MEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."

'
I

r

:ffl

v

'

1 "It

',Ji

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opoo air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lltary School Id the Union. Located
oq the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West it an e'evatlon of 3,700
foe. above sea level, sunshine everv day. but
Ittie rata or snow during sessloD.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern Ip all respects
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENTS
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atklnsoo Secretary, and W
A Finlay
For particulars an1 Illustrated catalogue

--

n.

"'m

,

--

.

'

11,
The kind lhat grows with your library
that
lhat will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors ; bass units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surround;ngs. Call and
see them or send for,, catalog 105 with interior
views showing arr&nawTieai in library .parlor, etc.
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non-bindin-

Settling Ba3in, Maxwell Irrigated Lands

Co.

roller-bearin-
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address
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

New Mexican Printing Company
e. New Mexito.
Sole Agents, San

Superintendent.
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RIDE IN THE MOON
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tthhttt Stamps
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Concrete Dam Sait Peter Creek, Maxwell

30 H. P.

Irrigataed Lands Company.

$1,500

TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLENE .AND SUPPLIES.

Palace Ave.

.

v
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.v.
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SVNTA FE GARAGE

A

1

The fo'lowlng are the time tables
if the local railroads:

ft

(,

Leave

NEW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED
and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods

g.Vft' ';w77CH':SrU.
-

i

tf

FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

jf

"l.

t?'-jf-A-

SEUGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

ftJifciv--

.

Should be accompanied with some little remembrance,
we still havo a fine assorttmnt of attractive., low priced
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, w
have the '"Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made. Corns ia and enpy si n of this music-- and look
at our attractive display of goods.
3

,

Santa Fe Trail Curia Company

e

4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
3 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.

J

Returning arrive at Santa Fe

11:1C

If You

Benefit.
J. W. Greer, Greenwood, La., suffered with a severs case of lumbago
"The pains were so intense I was fore
ed to hydomeric injections for relief.
These attacks started with a pain in
the small of my back which gradually
became fairly paralyzing.
My attention was attracted to Folev'a Kidney
Remedy and I am glad to say arter
using this wonderful medicine I am
no longer bothered in any way by my
old enemy lumbago." Sold at Capita)
Pharmacy.
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Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
SI east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p, m. with connection from

Lands

fl!

31
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0
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33

east;

Every Wsmsn
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south and west

No. 34
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MARVElWhirlingSpray
new

If you want anything on eartli try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

yHlll!oubi.i1jTJvjjr

f
50
3P

vw
1.50
1.50

Fac-Smi- le

It he cann-.- t hupdiv the
M AHVKL. arrcpt no
other, bnfc arnd fttatnn for
i DliMtrated book seatetl. It

10
5

15 cents; 2
14, 50 cents; 4
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

cents; 2x3
cents; 3

4,

25

!

1

valnatiln tn Initiwi.

M

A

If

V

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
I

KL

( O.

cents;

2
75 cents.

ADDHECS

pyru.ve.

opium
Beat
Mfl6teonvn- teitt. it eieflntti
insioutly.

V
;

DATES, ETC.
any town and date for
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Moelel Band Dstsr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP
PADS.
Local Dater

SELF-INKIN-

J
10

j

lf

Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.

Want the

a

2

lf

D. & R. G. Ry.

Dry Farming Products Raised Near Tucumcari.

This

2

12:10

p. m.

You Must Read

Your New Year Greeting

3 west-

Returning arrive at Santa Fe

v

.

15
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
and not over 3
inches long
89e.
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp,, Mt,
One-linand not over 5 inches long
Z5e.
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin-e
I5e.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, fer Inch
Each additional line, same erlce. ;v
..T"
"
,"
(Curved (ine-- on Stamp count as two lines.)
Border of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 2&c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch Inch In slz. we chargi for one
line for each one-haInch or fraction.
One-lin- e

p. m.

r"f

"fti

PRICE-LIS- T

A. T. & S. F. Ry.

8.10 a. m. connect with No.
bound, No. 10 eastbound.

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.

ADOLF

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL
OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

1.4,

the Santa m new Mexican, sania fe, n. jl
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WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER 28, 1910.

BLANKS
R. J, PALES, President,
J. B. READ, Casniei.
NEW MEXICO CROP PRODUCTION
SOCIETIES
The Crop Reporter for December
L. A, HUGHES,
FRARK McKAKE, Assistant Casfcier.
Printed and fo sale by New Merl-agives the crop production for New
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
.Mexico in 1910 as follows:
Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
MASONIC.
Mex.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
70.000
bush
Corn,
acres, 1.610,000
Vice President. els to the acre, total value $1,449,000
Montezuma Lodge No
Editor and President.
Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER,
at. 90 cents per bushel.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
Sheriffs'
Monthly
Report of Licommunication!
war
sheet.
censes,
20
acres.
Spring wheat, 43,000
Entered as Second Class Ma tter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
first Monday of eaci
bushels per acre, 60,000 bushels at
Spanish Blanks.
month a Masonic ha!
$3.50 $1.00 per bushel, total value $S60.000.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Auto de Arresto.
Daily, six months by mail
pllego.
in
m.
7.30
at
Banking
p.
25
Daily per week by carrier
Auto de Prision,
Oats, 30,000 acres, 27.4 bushels per
pllego.
2.00
year
per
Weekly,
H.
H.
1
New
Fwoxlce.
ORJIAN,
In
1870
75
a
carrier
cents
Daily, per month, by
822,000 bushels at 62
Declaration Jurada,
pllego.
1.00 acre,
Acting Master
.65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
Certiflcado de Nombramiento,
bushel, $510,000.
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
$150,000
Dail, per year, by mail
Capital Stock
pllego.
Barley, 1,000 acres, 23 bushels per
K.
LAN
McCORD,
4
SO
Fianza Oficial,
cents.
Secretary.
pllego.
bushels at
25,000
30.000
Profits
acre,
Undivided
and
Surplus
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
Potatoes, 2,000 acres, 47 bushels
con
R. A. M.
Regular
94.000 bushels at $1.04, a
5
pliego.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to per acre,
Transacts it general hanking business In all its branches. S
vocation second Monday ot
?
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
total of $98,000.
a
'
Masonic
large and growing circulation
at
month
each
every postofflce im the Territory, aDd has
Loans
money on the most favorable terms en ail kinds of 5
pligeo.
Hay, 194,000 acres 2.10 tons per
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J
2
de
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
Formula
Enumeraclon.
pliego.
a
total
at
tons
407,000
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
$11.50
acre,
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre- - d stocks in all markets for its customers.
of $4,680,000.
Buys and e!'e
5
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
j
ceptors, 2 pliego.
This makes a total of $7,617,000 for
f reign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer 5
domestic
and
Caminos, 25c.
these crops alone, or more than the
Libros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50 if of money to all purts of the civilized werld on as libera' terms (fta
Santa Fe Commandeiy No
total coal and metal production of
un libro, 25c.
en
conclavt
T.
K.
1.
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
Regular
all the mines of New Mexico. Yet
THE HEALTH OF THE PEOPLE.
BEAUTIFY SANTA FE.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento 5
In eacfc
fourth
Monday
broom
corn,
the
fruit
beans,
crop,
private. Interest allowed on time depots at the rate of three
The Commercial Club of Albuquer- 100 en un libro. 75c.
At a public meeting at Albuquerque
month at MVonic Hall
farm pro
and
other
truck
5
gardens
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' Urns. Libera
Contrato de Combustible.
held this week, Mayor Lester as an que ue(j a significant session
7:30 p m.
pllego.
ducts not included in the Crop Rez
E. C
advances
made on consignments f livestock
A.
MASSIE.
excuse for lack of sanitation said TlKs(iay evcning at wnicu th3 pnysi.
Documento
J.
pnego.
sin
uarantia,
products.
porter's statistics would more than
that the municipal income of the
Option, 2 sheet,
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in tfee banking line,
Qf thj (;Uy
discussed double the total above mentioned. W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
lcly
BD.
to
it
too
small
Duke City is
Notas Obligacionea, 25c por
permit
k and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail
comlitions of New Mex. Arizona's production in the same six
(he
respects,
to have all that is desirable along 1cq
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.
was
at
valued
$5,243,000
crops
only
'
"
as
of
is
consistent
with
i
s anbank- and
the
sound
de
hea th lines. . Yet, Albuquerque
Recibo3
principles
safety
Libros
de
and
Supervisores
Ancient
Accepted
not much superior to those ot the despite the higher value placed on 14th degree.
.
Eleccion
Directores
nual income is five 1o six times that 1
Libros
de
for
de
q ing.
nieeu
rest. The patronage of the
Safety deposit boxes
a'"ta' C,'y' and, bf "8llt t0 be each bushel and ton. It is certain Scottish Rite of Fiee Masonry
of Santa Fe. With this financial
de- on the third Monday ot each montu de Escaela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 30c
b lie is respeefuily solicited-New Mexico's
that
mi
as"a!!led
of
prosperity
they
showing
feature staring the capital in the makeir y 40c.
tha bo ad- pends on the products of its farms to at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
face it seems idle to talk of sanita- - ver,,se desite the r
Masonic Hall, south side of Plazi
Applicacion por Llcencla de Matrl-monl- l3uu UTJiririnn.rinj-LrujiunsiTunJnnrijjinirurunji
on
a
other
extent
than
any
greater
tnemselves
health
resorts,
of
Masons are cor
Rite
Scottish
pllego.
don, of civic improvements,
Visiting
industry.
to
confesses
108 cases
Albuquerque
4
Certiflcado de Miierte,
pllego.
beautifying the city. Nevertheless, 01
dially invited to attend.
contagious and infectious diseases
Certiflcado de Naclmento, 4 pilego.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Santa Fe can be made the most beau-- ;
were
the
EDU
AND
reported during
past THE CONSTITUTION
Venerable Master
tiful town in the world without aithat
Registracion de Fallecimentos y
CATION.
cent of expenditure on part of the!six months. How many were not
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Muertes, 25c.
must
first reported, of course, it is impossible
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Beauty
County School Superintendent J."
municipality.
Secretary.
V. Conway, in an official
dwell in the minds of the citizens ' to know. There were 43 cases of
circular
Civil, $4.
are proud of the old town and Phoid fever, 4S cases of scarlet fever, printed on another page, calls attenNew Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
b. p. o. e.
volits manifold natural attractions. With which one physician at the meeting tion to the vast benefits that state
No. 460, B. P. O. B. Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
Fe
Santa
Lodge
3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
this as a starting point, plans for characterized as 50 times as deadly hood and the constitution will confer holds its
ume;
on
the
tec
session
regular
W'LLIAM VGHJNLPROP,
carrying into effect plans for beauti- as smallpox. There were cases of on the public schools of New Mexico ond and fourth Wednesday of eaca
Mt.neys Digest of New Mexico Re
fying the surroundings of each home smallpox, whooping cough and other and the great impetus they will give month. Visiting brothers are Invited ports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c.
can be easily put into execution very choice diseases that the medical fra to education. New Mexico's com wad welcome.
One
in
Retail Liquor License. 50 in Book,
A. J. FISCHER,
economically. A few shade trees ternity considers strictly preventa- plaint has been that Uncle Sam has I. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler $3.00.
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVBATK BATH
as
rfl- - not done as much for its schools
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
planted and kept the right way, a ble. During 1909, Albuquerque
Secretary.
few hedges of roses and lilacs, a corded 409 deaths in a population ot he is doing in Porto Rico or the
Cuisine and
I
25c each.
Large Sample j
Table Service
J
patch of lawn in every garden, and less than 12,000, or the enormous Philippines or for the Indians. But
Notification of Change in Assess
Room for Comof
comes
Pythias.
Sam
When
to
knights
Uncle
him
is
is
done.
redeem
this
about
the trick
rate of more than one death for every
Unex
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
J
mercial Travelers
ol
No.
2,
Fe
Santa
Lodge
Knights
to pass, Santa Fe can claim to be 30 inhabitants. It is true, that the self and when New Mexico comes in
i
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Sd
1st
and
the most beautiful town in the south- excuse is made that many deaths re- as a state it will have twelve million Pythias. Regular meeting
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Assessor's Notice of Assessment.
WASHINGTON AVENUE
1
west no matter what other municipa- corded should not be attributed to acres of land for educational purpo Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in
100 in Book, 75c.
Visit
lities may spend for public parks, the city. That is the case in every ses, land valued by the enabling act O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St.
County Superintendent's Warrant,
to attend.
for monuments, for public buildings, town of large size, such as Denver, from $3 to $5 an acre, and by the lng Knight's invited
50 in Book. 35c
C. C.
AUGUST
REINGARDT,
for beauty is after all simple and Chicago, New York, but in their vital constitution at not less than $10
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 In Book. 25c.
S.
an acre. The state of North Dakota JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R.
inexpensive.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
statistics, actual number of deaths has accumulated a fund of $100,000,For some time past beautifiers as compared with the population is
pages, 50c.
F. W. FARMER.
been busy, often to the annoy- taken. No wonder that Dr. Robert 000 for its public schools from its
Poll Books for Town Election,
lands and New Mexico will have fully
Homestead No. 7829.
ance of plain business men who Smart says of Albuquerque:
40c.
"Our Ins
pages,
At nppcpnt nnt niiifo throo
mnpll
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
practical, in death rate from preventable disease
thought themselves
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
Second
Meet
Fourth
of
dollarsand
a
million
are
Thursdays, rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
many a city; but legally this might is excessively high; the town is dir- quarters
for education in New Mexico
Delgado's Hall.
be said to mark the beginning of the ty and
30c and 40c.
the health stat- spent
unsanitary;
each year, but with lands worth
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
renaissance of beauty., in American utes are
Road Supervisor's Receipt. 50 in
the regulations of the
poor;
Cor.
Sec.
availMexico
Farmer.
New
Mrs.
will
have
Daisy
municipalities, says Franklin ClarUin health department are not enforced."
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
Book. 25c.
able
a
without
cent
of
four
taxation
in "Success Magazine". Many start-ee- l And who can
Etc.
same In- to five times as much as it now can
this
Stamps,
that
say
in enchanting places, with woods,
inches
It is centrally located on
One line stamp, not over 2
does not apply just as well afford for its schools.
Truly, the man
PROFESSIONAL
streams and hills, but these were dictment
15c; each additonal line, 10c
long,
to Santa Fe? Who dare deny that who votes
heated with hot
SAMPLE
FREE
ROOM.
on
the
constitution
plaza.
against
dealt with regardless of all except
extra.
of graves in the
January 21, is an avowed enemy of
and
cold
and
bath
water
immediate profit. It has not long there are hundreds
Local daters, any town and date for
been established in law in this coun- local cemeteries which today would education.
LAW
AT
ATTORNEYS
when
be
wanted.
00.
same
not
ten
were
be
unfilled
the
it
for
years, $1
try that the attractiveness of a city
line daters, for ten years.
The Taos Valley News say that
is as definite and measurable an as-- ' preventable causes that have made
Regular
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
PAUL A. F. WALTER
35c
set as a harbor, a navigable river, the death rate of Albuquerque 33 per Taos county is almost solid for Ihe
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
Attorney-at-Laas
two
and
times
or
three
As
wharves or a railway terminal. In- thousand,
constitution.
to
Facsimile signature stamps, with
Guadafcrpe Santa
New Mexico
located
some
Fe,
of
cities
as
that
GUESTS.
high
is
it
Sun
Santa
months
Temarks:
Rosa
deed,
wood cut, $1.50.
county, the
scarcely eighteen
"Not many weeks ago the sentiago that ironic criticism was aroused in the soggy, unhealthy climate of
Great ment in
Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley,
when a meeting was called to consi- the Atlantic coast and the
Guadalupe county was evenEstancla.
Santa Fe.
der "Beauty as a Civic Asset"; yet Lakes?
to
or
as
divided
the
ly
acceptancs
EASLEY & EASLEY,
what William M. Chase, the painter,
rejection of the constitution, but evw
Atto rney
said is widely recognized: "No matTHE MILITIA.
!
ery day brings new recruits to the
ter what your occupation may be, The Arizona constitutional conven- ranks of those in favor and we Pre&
WILLIAM McKEAN
your direct interest is to beautify tion which was dominated by the ra dict that when the ballots are countAttorney-at-Layour city. I am told that one hun dical Democrats and Western Federa ed it will be found that Guadalupe
dred and fifty thousand strangers vi-- j tion of Miners wrote the following county has gone ten to to one in faMining and Land Law.
sit New York daily. You may qua- article on Militia into the Arizona vor; the
New Mexico
Taos,
people might be fooled by a
druple that number by making the constitution:
few disgruntled politicians, butthey
C. W. G. WARD
New
city more attractive. When
Sec. 1. The militia of the State will not 3tand fooled long, the more
York is made beautiful and the time of
Territorial District Attorney
Arizona shall consist of all able- - they read the constitution the better
is coming, for this is the finest site bodied male citizens of the state beFoi' San Miguel and Mora Counties
they like it.
You
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
in the world for a beautiful city
Las Vegas,
New Mexico
tween the ages of IS and 45 years
you will find that art is an asset and of those between said ages who
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS HOTEL.
Although the taxable assessment
which you will be able to bank on shall
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
have declared their intention to of Arizona is almost twice fa much
for centuries, just as Venice and become citizens of the United States!
"Chase & Sanborn"
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
Attorneys-at-Laas that of New Mexico, the former
Florence have been doing."
well lighted and ventilated,
as
to such
Courts
in
Practice
District
the
therein,
residing
subject
has only 13 National banks while
Within a few weeks, for the first
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
as now exist, or as may this commonwealth has 41; Arizona wen as before the Supreme Court ol
exemptions
time in this country, the scenic set- hereafter be created,
l.he territory.
the laws however, has 37 territorial
PINE SAMPLE KOOM.
by
banks
Coffee,
or
a town has been adjudged an of the United
ting
States or of this state. while New Mexico ha3 40, according Las Crucss.
CHEERFUL DINING
New Mexico
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
asset, and as, such, given the protecSec. 2. The organized militia shall
Does
of Territorial
Coffee
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
to the last report
tion of the United States District be
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
"The National Guard
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Court. It was in the case of the1 of designatedand shall
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
of
such
consist
Arizona,"
Not
banks A. B. Renehan
Arizona's territorial
E. P. Davlec
Empire Water and Power Company
military bodies as now have a total of resources of $14,313,-09- 8
versus the Cascade Town Company. organized
Law.
at
Attorneys
exist under the laws of the TerriThe decision, rendered by Judge R. E.
while those of New Mexico have
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
tory of Arizona or as may hereafter
The trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
ALSO
at
resources of only $6,401,982.
Lewis,
Pueblo, Colorado, prohibit- be authorized by law.
ed the Empire Water and Power
of these banks in Ari- specialty. Office in Catron Block.
stock
capital
Sec. 3. The organization, equipNew Mexico
while in Nsw Mex- Santa Fe
zona is
Company "from using, for the purand discipline of the National ico it is $1,414,230
pose of generating power,
water ment,
$1,233,651.
as
Guard
conform
as nearly
shall
ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
&
which forms the chief scenic attracE. C. ABBOTT
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
tion of the mountain canyon at the shall be practicable to the regulaselfish
most
Attorney-at-LaThe
argument against
mouth of which the town of Cascade tions for the government of the ar- the constitution that the New MexLOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
Practice n the District and Su
of
mies
United
the
States.
Is situated."
ican has yet heard is that of a citi- preme Courts.
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
Prompt and careful
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
New
Mexico
The
has
constitution
There have been tumults about
zen who said today: "I know the attention given to all business.
RATES 50c to
Every Room
an almost identical article, and yet
G.
LUPE
HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
the taxpayers, and Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Niagara, but they were sentimental. a few of
$1,00 per day
the opponents of statehood constitution helpsin Santa
In this case there was the clear-cu- t
Fe
county,
especially those
issue as to whether the cascades at are throwing fits over its alleged but I am not a taxpayer." What
G. W. PR1CHARD
arThe
Mexico
New
sinister
intent.
Flour is the
Boss
the foot of Pike's Peak, giving the
helps the taxpayer helps every citiAttorney and Consellor-at-Laticle
reads:
town name and character, could be
in
zen, every woman, every child
in
Practice
all the District Courts
of this New Mexicp. Do not better schools
Section 1. The militia
put to "beneficial use" by harnessing
and gives special attention to cases
1ZIZ6
Two Blocks From Depot
of
shall
slate
consist
all
to
them
electric motors. CondemnaMontezuma Ave.
help every one? Do not the invest- before the Territorial Supreme Court
One Block West otCapiton
iTiUlGI
male
of
between
citizens
the
ages
tion proceedings to divert the water
ment of capital in mines, in irriga- Office: Laugblih Blk Santa Fe, N. M
BLACK'
TELEPHONE
88
for power were resisted by the town IS and 45, except such as are exempt tion, in real estate help every one?
of Cascade, on the ground that di- by laws of the United States or of Truly, the man, who will vote against
EDWARD C. WADE
HANDSOME ROOMS
version of the water would mean this state, The organized militia the constitution because it benefits
Attorney-at-Lashall be called the "National Guard the taxpayers, should be placed on a
"destruction of the town's chief
DisIn
Practice
the Supreme and
ATTRACTIVE DINING
AMERICAN
of New Mexico," of which the gov- reservation under the jurisdiction of
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
ernor shall be the commander-in-chieROOM Good Service.1
PLAN
a Federal Indian agent.
EUROPEAN
Probate Court and before the TJ. S
Was put forward that, in making
for scenic beauty, the water was alSurveyor General and U. S. Land
Las Vegas have Offices.
Sec. 2. The legislature shall proReports from
ready being put to "beneficial use"
of
convention
the
the
that
it
vide
for the organization, discipline
within the meaning of the law, since
New Mexico
Las Cnices
AsMexico
Educational
it drew many people to the city, and equipment of the militia, which New
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.! Santa Fe, N. M
which
closed
today
R. W. WITTMAN
therefore was not subject to condem- shall conform as nearly as practic- sociation
a great Buccess; that
nation proceedings for mechanical able to the organization, discipline has been
Draftsman
power. This was the view upheld by and equipment of the regular army fifty more teachers than ever before
La Salle Restaurant
Copies furnished of records on file
enthuof the United States, and shall pro- have enrolled and that the
the United States District Court.
in the TJ. S. Surveyo-- General's Office
' siasm for the constitution and state- Santa Fe,
vide for the maintenance thereof.
.
New Mexico
ii every nome in santa fe naa a
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
With
rose garden next year, how the fame Will Hon. H. B. Fergusson please hood was pronounced. in favor the
of
leaders
thus
educational
out
difference?
the
Two lioors below F. Andrews' Store
of the city would travel to the end point
& COMPANY
PROBERT
the fundamental law drafted in Santa
of the Earth. And why does
not
Investments
REGULAR MEALS 25c.
folcan
tells Fe the people at large on safely 21
every home in Santa Fe have a rose The Roy
Lands, Mines, Bonds & 8toek.
low
their
and
example
January
of a lawsuit over a $13 calf which has
ERS AT ALL HOURS
SHORfJO
garden?
Money Loaned for Investors.
of
deposit their ballots In approval
We have for sale general stocks of
already cost the Territory over $125 the charter that will give New MexBOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
as much
Republican vote buyers in Adams and will cost more than twice
ico the long desired boon of state, Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and
with
is
until
the
jury
through
other
grand
Business
when
through
Opportunities
county, Ohio,
brought into
hood.
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
out Taos county.
court, complained bitterly that Dem it. The Santa Rosa Sun complains
TO
New York Chop Suey 20c. dish.
in
were
arrested
nine
that
vagrants
ocratic votes they had bought were
The next congress is to have a
of
a
the
before
Justice
again bought by the Democratic work I'aughn, taken
Bank References Furnished.
membership of 435 based on an apers. The Republicans had promised peace there, fined $1 and costs and in portionment of one member for ev- Ties
. - New Mexico
committed
fine
the
of
default
paying
to pay the voters at the poor house
STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
ery 211,700 population and
major
30
Rosa
for
to
Santa
at
days.
jail
$5.00 a vote but as the voters were
fraction. This brings New Mexico
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Physician & 8urgeon.
carried to the polls In wagons, they "Here Is the cost bill that Guadalupe just under the line to permit it to Office 117 Palace Ave.
Arrest
to
will
$9;
have
pay:
county
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
were kidnaped by the Democrats and
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
costs $27; mileage for officers retain two representatives in the 2 to
3
and
m.,
p.
given $10 a piece. This 1 considered justice
by
Arizona
appointment.
while
hasn't
House
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
for executing Lower
a breach of political ethics In Ohio. and prisoners $47.04; and
Con- Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
one
for
even
complete
enough
constable
Phone Red 43. basket leaves Monday Tuesday Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mex
Yet, there are some people, who commitment, Justice
a total gressional district
30
really believe that under such condi- $9; hoard for Thisdays $202.50;
Returns Thursday and Friday.
Countries. and all
money comes out
tions the initiative and referendum of $294.54."
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Arizona constitution contains
The
and
the
of
taxpayers
the pockets of,
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
.
BY
and the recall are proper, innovations,
REMITTANCES
Notary Public
the state legisla- 21,603 words and thus loses the only
instead of being, as they would prove, demonstrates thatan
over
Office
New
Mexican
had
the
It
the
with
Print
of
claim
BROWN
O.
F
superiority
Mrs.
have
Agent
opportunity to
- toboggihi on which the republlc tures willreform
in more than on di- New Mexico fundamental law, the ing Company.
No.
23
practice
,
Red
Phone
the
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into
New Mextc
Santa Fe,
claim of brevity.
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PALACE HOTEL

of the Best Hotels

the West
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j

Th Glair Hotel

tje

,

HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.

$100.-000.00-

the

1-- 2

COS

Steam

a

had

Prices European Plan, $1.00
J C. DIGNE0,

SANBORN'S

CHASE

Pure Coffee

can

Up

Proprietor.

iONTEZUA HOTELS

Have Tasted

After

Seal Brand Pure

Ordinary
Seem to Satisfy.

Saf-for-

CORONADO HOTEL

SANBORN'S

CHASE
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Business

Your Patronage Solicited
X. B.

HELPLESS

Lawrence, Kas. Mr. J. F. Stone,
of this city, says, ' My wife suffered
for ten years from womanly troubles,
during two years of which she was
totally helpless. She was examined

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS

W. C. Smith of Estancia, register
f
L
ed at the Claire yesterday.
by many physicians, soma of whom
here
is
Courbon
The Rev. John
gave her up to die. Finally she befrom Chamita, Rio Arriba county, vi- gan to take Cardul, and since then
siting friends among the clergy.
has greatly Improved In health. The
Louis Mitchell, of Enid, Okla., Is tonic, strengthening, and restorative
a visitor in the city and is registered effects of Caniui, the woman's tonic,
at the Montezuma hotel.
Ion the womanly constitution, are the
Mrs. C. P. Holmes and Miss H. L. most valuable qualities of this popu-ShaCardui acts specifical- of Des Moines, Iowa, are sight- - lar medicine.
seers at the Montezuma hotel.
ly on the womanly constitution. Half
L.
Bradford a century of success proves that CarGovernor
Former
Prince has returned from a trip to dui will do all that Is claimed for it.
.V
Vt
f I
T
v- Try it for your trouble.
i
Albuquerque.
i
0L U
C.
McConnell
T.
Collector
Deputy
who has
"Mrs. Anna Heathman,
of the Internal Revenue Office, has
as
some
time
been
the
here
guest of
a
business trip.
returned from
'vtv.
Mrs. Frank W. Shearon, formerly her son, Vaden Heathman, left this
of this city, has gone from Fairbury, afternoon for her home in Santa Fe
she will visit Colorado
' Later
Nebraska, to Norwalk, California.
i
Las Vegas Optic.
Springs.'of
C.
Hall,
Antonito,
Mrs. Harry
formerThe
Simon
Rev.
Alvernhe,
Colorado, wife of Deputy Supervisor
Pastor ot the Catholic church at
Hall of the Carson forest, is in Santa
El Rlto, Rio Arriba county, and who
Fe.
has been quite ill in Chicago, is in
M. L. Stern of Albuquerque, who
the city today and seems much in j
was a delegate to the constitutional
CHAFING DISHES
proved In health.
PITCHERS
SILVERWARE
Monat
wa
a
the
guest
convention,
PERCOLATERS
Probate Clerk George AV. Annijo,
KITCHEN CABINETS
DUMB BELLS
tezuma.
GUNS
Miss Irene E. Rnrills, of Campaign, County School Superintendent John
WRITING DESKS
INDIAN CLUBS
BOXING GLOVES
V. Conway and Marcelino A. Ortiz
III., and Miss Mabel Tracy of Ander- - j
BRASS
BEDS
RAZOR STROPS
FOOTBALLS
went
and
nrtJacona
t0
'Jaque,
son, Ind., are tourists at 'the Monte- CENTER TABLES
ern Santa Fe county today, to ad
PUNCHING BAGS
TOILET SETS
zuma hotel.
CARVING SETS
VASES
REVOLVERS
At JacoG. H. Van Stone, the mayor of dress statehood meetings.
na a
celePOCKET KNIVES
ANDIRONS
SKATES
Estancia, arrived in the city this brated. church festival Is being
MANICURE SETS
RAZORS
DRESSERS
afternoon and is registered at the
"Dr. Frank H.' H. Roberts entertain
TOOL SETS
WATCHES
ROCKERS
Montezuma hotel.
ed at
SCISSORS
FANCY CHINA
CARPET SWEEPERS
"J. B. Larragoite and
daughter C. M. dinner today at the Castaneda,
WATER SETS
TOY WAGONS
BOOKCASES
Light, president of the Silver
Flora went to Santa Fe on this evenNormal school; J. E. Clark, tering's train for a short stay." Estan- City
inritorial superintendent of public
cia Daily Herald.
Our stock offers a great variety of Presents for every member of the
.
Leo Hersch and family returned struction, and fourteen visiting edu-cators."
Las
Vegas
Optic.
from a visit with relatives at Santa
family. Let us show you our goods and quote you prices. See our barDistrict Attorney Alexander Read
Cruz and Alcalde. They had an engain table, it will pay you.
of Rio Arriba and San Juan counties
joyable time.
Dr. T. C. Rivera' formerly of Santa and Attorney A. M. Edwards ot
Fe and now of Chamita returned to Farmington are at the Montezuma
his home this morning after spending Lhotel.
They are here in the case
&
of the United States vs.
several days in the city. ,
Coolidge
Mrs. Celestino Ortiz has arrived which comes up today before Judge
from Estancia owing to the illness John R. McFie.
of her daughter, Miss Amada Ortiz,
"Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna arWhen you have a cold get a bottle
who was visiting friends In the city. rived yesterday evening from
Los
Assistant U. S. Attorney Herbert Lunas." Albuquerque Morning .Tourn ' ot Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
W. Clark is over from Las Vegas al.
will fir vnii nn all richt and will ward
J. M. Hartley is In town from the
"Thomas B. Catron, a well known' off any tendency toward pneumonia,
Ramon Vigil grant, twenty miles
lawyer of Santa Fe, arrived in the This remedy contains no opium or
An ideal form of investment is
west of Santa Fe.
last night." Albuquerque Morn- other narcotic and may be given as
Frank E. Andrews, supervisor of city Journal.
to
an
as
a
to
adult
a
baby
in
eonfldently
the Jemez Forest, is visiting relati- ing
Sold by all dealers.
ves in Nebraska.
He is expected
WHO IS TO JUDGE?
T
..
home next week.
Rev. Percy Stickney Grant has an-- '
F. R. Crandall, deputy Internal revenue collector who is In the city vi- alyzed the dallies of Little Great
PROF. GEO. W. VICTOR
siting relatives will leave for Arizo- New York and found that of the
Items classified, 2,2C5 were demora-- ;
na shortly after New Year's.
CELEBRATED PALM I
Rev. Mother Evangelist, formerly lizing, 1.684 were unwholesome,
2,
In100
were trivial, while 3,390 or 39
superintendent of St. Catherine's
dian school, is now stationed at St per cent were worth while. However,' Clahoyant & Spirit Medium
These certificates are issued for deposits of J5Q. and
Elizabeth, Cornwalls, Pennsylvania. that is only one man's opinion. Tha j'
Hand
whose
W.
of
was
men
J.
card party
not
Attorney
Scranton, lady
upwards. They bear interest at the rate of
Pa., Is here in the case of the Unit tioned in the Society column is apt
ed States vs. Coolidge, involving al to consider an the other items in
and call upon this marvelous man.
per annum, payable annually or semi-amruathat Issue as hardly worth while if
leged land frauds in San Juan
Rarely do you haveineUFUKiiMiY
are negotiable; good as collateral security, and cao be
not demoralizing, and possibly
th?
of consulting with as gifted a person
Mrs. L. Gold, who has been the issue of the New York dally
that
VICTOR.
as this Prof.
renewed at interest periods.
guest of Mrs. T. P. Delgado has re- passed over the Sunday effort of j
turned to her home In Kansas City. Rev. Percy Stickney Grant, also was
He Tells You all you wish to
Call on us or write for further information.
Mrs. Gold was formerly a resident filled with "unwholesome and tri H- know. Tells you about your business
of this city.
al" items and totally devoid of news
affairs, love, divorces, diseases, seThe
Bank
Fe.
United States Attorney David J. worth while. Every newspaper ap-parations, wills, deed, mortgages, etc
Leahy arrived this afternoon from peals to a varied clientele and while
HE reunites the separated, restores
Las Vegas to'take part in a land case one reader turn.? first to the
. J.
Palen, President.
sport-lost affections, teaches you how you
which came up this afternoon before
colto
the Society
Ing page, another
B. Read, Cashier.
J.
even
one
you love,
may win the
Judge McFie.
umn, and the third prefers the po- re"Mr. and Mrs. Clem Hanlbn
though miles away.
litical items, the editor may have
Santa Fe, New Mexico, December 2, 1910.
turned from Santa Fe yesterday his own ideas as to what items were
where they were guests at the house
REMEMBER
worth while that day and what items
party of Mrs. E. P. Davies, Mr. were mere
junk to fill in the columns
Me gives names, dates,
Hanlon's
Bister." Estancia Daily
of that particular issue.
and figures.
facts
Herald.
Tf ?Q nor punt nf ..tho
newer
H'9S
FFFS
50c & $100
worth while it Is a fairly good aver- FFFS
with
other
age in
comparison
achievements in life. Are 39 peri
All Business Confidential
ifillHl Ahk your Itrnu visitor j
cent of the sermons worth while
linioi dJirond V
111 U In Red and Void
9 HOUR
9
HOUR
iiia1licV7
i
boxes, sealeii with Ii! ie KtMwi.
plays, music, art or legislation?
Take nn other.
V
j

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

KANSAS WOMAN

PAGE FIVE

M.

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
lAUGHUN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier
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Real Estate

I

Surety Bonds

A'N

N S U R

VVij

E

C

For Rent

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR NI8HED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,

For Sale

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

O

-

-

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

A.

(C.

BISHOP.)

19 San Francisco St.

Pnone. Red Ho. 189

Don't Overlook New Year at the

FURNITURE
Give a Sensible,

"What Is

iT

STORE!

j

Present, and not one that the Recipient will ask

Useful

For?"

A

Full Line of Useful Gifts Such as

CHIN AWARE,
FINE RUGS, ROCKERS,
DESKS,
And other furniture Presents that last, and prove a joy for years

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS.

SUPPLY CO.

FE HARDWARE

SANTA

i

Investments.

'

1

j

GEO. M. KIN SELL,

A, B. RENKHAN

J.B.HAYWARD
Manager.

K, P. DAVIS,

President,

Sec'y-Trea-

SANTA FE ABSTRACT. REALTY

5

s

i

THE

INSURANCE AGENCY.

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
We draw LEGAL
INSURANCE.
& COLLECTIONS,
RENTS
to
attend
PAPERS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
We

19

First OF
National Bank
SANTA FE.

;

T

Room

Certificate of Deposit

)

lb

BE SURE

j

four per

cent

JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, Manager,
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76

Uy,

j

j
i

J

j

First National

1

i

IULLIGM & RMIG

;

i

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers

I
I
I

DAY NIGHT
PHONE

i

PICTURE

130

FRAMING

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

j
j

j

PALACE,

AVE

EUGENIO ROMERO

CHICHESTER S PILLS

.

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

!

Huy of your

v--

Auk fnrt HM irKs-TEWrMCttot.
IHAMO.T MliA.NfS PiM.M, for
years known as Hest, Safest, Always Relhi
S0L8 BY DRUGGISTS

R
A

f.VBTO!jl

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress tne hair with gracej1
I'll suit the contour your face,
t
My razor sharp and o isors keen,
My shoo Is neat ana owelsare clean
find
And everything I think you'll
To suit the taste and please the lulnd.
FIRST CLASS

BATH

247 San Francisco StSanta Fe.N

-

M

North West Corner of Lincoln

&

Palace.

AND

teams.
4C33. to
Thing Goxaaoxta.1sle.
ET,iy Bxxgrex

XB

PHARMACY

Successors to

$5.00

Stripling-Burrow- s

KEMPER

COAL YARD

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW; MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

R

THOMAS

29th

Wl

THE GREAT WAGENIIALL

Mtoviag

SUCCESS

ar?t4

!

Tdepbis tad IS mi Saso
par orders fofiiered

eooi oad

to the thirsty m oawtMnf

lTUin

WIL5 CHERRY,

LEMON 800A, IROR BSCW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE HUMERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
A3 ttrbUa mA from ftltmd

AS PRODUCED 2 YEARS ASTOR THEATRE NEAV YORK

CLARENDON
GARDEN

SIX MONTHS GRAND OPERA HOUSE CHICAGO
Compete Equipment

Special Scenery

Carefully Selected New York Cast

R. V.BOYLE
CMREHDON

& Co.

Mgr.

PODLTRI

vlr.

HENRY KRtCK.

It you wcat anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try PRICES:

LOWER

FLOOR

$1.50.

BALCONY

$1.00 AND 75c. SEATS ON SALE AT USUAL

Hour Electric

PLACE

RIPE FRUIT NOW

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday
bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. OBlckeun
yarded in tbe orchard under the trees aud fed ou clean wboleaome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis srerinB nor Ptomaine nolsocicK.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR EATING.

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

fj

J

VV

SIltS

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs .

Santa Fe Water
i

AND

- it

,0lk

and See
them in

Light Company

Proertotar

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

lure
are

earta try

I

DELGADO, Mgr.

DBIRKS

OlMQSa ALE,

CAPITAL

a

'

THURSDAY DECEMBER

29th

f

American Druggists
Syndicate
Premium remedies are not patent me
WOOD'YS HACK LIBS dicines, every premium remedy guar
anteed as represented or your money
From
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and
BARRANCA TO TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the
Inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca
Bounds Trains.
pital
Pharmacy.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
at
arrives
and
train
bound
the north
Taos at 7 p. m.
THE
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good

It you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

Prof. GEO. W. VICTOR.

try

ROOM

O. K. BARBER SHOP

FARE SST

LUMBER

to

EATRB

T. W. ROBERT S

of Santa

j

4- -

Vj?JM&

(Ulli
cssrrsssaesm
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Did you ever stop to think of the many ways in which a
perfect oil heater is of value ? If you want to sleep with your window open in winter, you can get sufficient heat from an oil heater
while you undress at night, and then turn it off. Apply a match
in the morning, when you get out or
bed, and you have heat while you dress.
Those who have to eat an early
breakfast before the stove is radiating
4 ll
lL
heat can get immediate warmth from
.Vi
an oil heater, and then turn it off.
The girl who practices on the piano
in a cold room in the morning can
have warmth from an oil heater while
she plays, and then turn it off.
The member of the family who
has to walk the floor on a cold winter's night with a restless baby can get
temporary heat with an oil heater, and
then turn it off. The

Company.

Railway

GENERAL

Temporary Heat Quickly

&

4
3
3
3

00
50
30
15
3 05
2 45
2 25
1 55
1 30

in 15

Lvi

Ar: a

".

Smokeless

j.

111

l'ark.. N.M...1.T!

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

E. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

6
6
6
6

35
27
17
00

p

111

F M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

Is Invaluable In its capacity of quickly giving heat. Apply a match and It Is Imis safe,
mediately at work. It will burn for nine hours without refilling. ItIndicator
smokeless and odorless. It has a damper top and a cool handle. An
always shows the amount of oil in the font.
flame spreader which prevents the
It has an automatic-lockin- g
wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove and drop
back so that the wick can be cleaned in an instant.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be quickly
unscrewed for rewicking. Finished in Japan or nickel, strong, durable,
built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
Dealers Everywhere. If not at yours, mite for dcsenptun dradtr
well-mad-

El Paso & Southwestern

No.

System

rfC.

CALIFORNIA
VIA THE SANTA FE

WINTER TOURIST

RATES

SALE NOW
SANIPRANCISCO.

866.90

P30ENIX, ARIZ, W5.55J
r
Liberal
priv!leges
aad
Tourist
Pallman
Sleepers.
Through
C imfortable Chair Cars, Steam
H;ated aad Electric Lighted.
atop-ove-

S. mall and
Vaughn, N. M., and
Roaell, N. M., connecting with th
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isand the Atchison,
land Itallroads
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vauglhn at 8:30 a. m., arriv
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance ef B0 .ISa. to
bef-ee-

IT.

n

each regular ticket, excess baggage at

4

2

1--

2

2

4

1--

Annual

Convention

2

1-- 2

2.1, .1010.

2

WAY.

$31.30

2

tainer,

sheet

4

4
sheet.
Subpoena,
4
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
sheet
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet
School Blanks.
sheet
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher,

pamphlet, $2.75 each; full leather,
$3.50 each; 1909, English or Spanish,
pamphlet, $3.25 each; full leather, $4
each. Post a .e extra.

4

2

Round Trip From
FE.

SANTA

When your feet are wet and cold
and your body chilled through and
through from exposure, take a big
dose of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
sheet
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet bathe your feet in hot water before
Contract between Directors and Tea going to bed, and you 8 re always certain to ward oft a severe cold. For
sheet.
chers,
Oaths of School Director, 4 sheet. sale by all dealers.
of
of apportionment
Certificate
sheet.
School Funds,
Notice for 'Publication.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
of the Interior,
Department
Teachers' Monthly Report 4 sheet, U. S. Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
District Clerks' Annual Report, 4
December 14, 1910.
sheet.
Notice
is
hereby
given that Pascual
Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry,
sheet Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The August 4, 1905, made homestead en
NE
for NW
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mex try, No.
NW 4 of section 15,
and SE
ico Code. Postage 17c.
Bond to Keep the Peaci,
sheet township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
Criminal
sheet
Complaint,
r
proof, to es
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com to make final
tablish claim to the land above de
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum scribed, before register or receiver U.
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
mons, 4 sheet
the 8th day of February, 1911
sneet
Acknowledgment,
Claimant names as witness:
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M.,
sheet
Clause,
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
2

1--2

1-- 2

Dates of Sale, January

6, 7, 8,

Return Limit, January

17,

1911

4

Santa

Fe AH The Way

2

4

1--

EL PASO, TEXAS

1--

and return

2

1-- 4

8439-0690-

1-- 4

$18.40

1--

2

Lowest Holiday Rate and
Quickest Time Via

4

five-yea-

2

NEW MEXICO

4

CENTRAL

1-- 2

Twelve hour daylight
train each direction

2

MANUEL R. OTERO,

sheet

Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Notice of Protet t
sheet

Worse than an alarm ot fire at night
is the metallic cough of croup, bringing dread to the household. Careful

4

sheet.

Warranty Deed,

sheet

2

Dates of sale Dec. 23-2- 4 25
and Jan. 1st and 2nd.

30-3- 1

sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
mothers keep Foley's Honey and Tar
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note in the house and give it at the first
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sign of danger. It contains no opiates.
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
sheet
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 1
sheet.
2

Weaver,

Good reiurning until
January 3rd. 1911.

4

Warrant,

4

Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
sheet.
Execution,
Summons,

H

sheet

4

Commitment,

sheet.

4

sheet
sheet
sheet

Affidavit,
Bond, 4

Writ

4

4

sheet
sheet

L

I

DA Y

4

EXCURSION

Summons as Garnishee.

4

0

AT

Certificate of Brand.
sheet
sheet.
Sheep Contract
Justice of the Peace Blanks

E

4

2

A. S. BROOKES,

Adjutant General.

DENVER.

sheet
Appeal Bond.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
aheet
Appearance Bond,
'
Blanca, N. M.
Stock Blank.
Any person who desires to protest
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Ven
against the allowance of said proof dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
or who knows of any substantial rea
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
son under the laws and regulations 40c
per book.
of the Interior Department why such
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
proof should not be allowed will be Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet'
given an opportunity at tne above-1
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
mentioned time and place to cross-- sheet
examine the witnesses of said clainm
Bill of Sale,
sheet
anA
AnthnHtv tn fiathar TVH v
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by the claimant
(Handle Animals Bearing Owner's ReJ
MANUEL R. OTERO,
corded Brand,
sheet
Register
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
Recorded Brand,
sheet
GET THE GENUINE ALWAYS.
Contrato de Partldo, 2 pliego.
A substitute Is a dangerous make
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
shift especially m medicine.
The
Documento Garantizado. 2 pliego.
and
colds
a
in
and
is
coughs
quickly
2
Hipoteca de Blenes Muebles,
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar cures
pliego.
yellow package. Accept no substDocumento de Hipoteca, 2 pliego.
itute Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
forma entera, full sheet
Marriage License Issued. A marCertificado de Matrtraonlo, 10c cada
riage license has been issued at
uno.
a
to Santiago Chavez and
, Affidavit,
Garcia of Chilill.
sheet
2

1-- 2

2

NOTICE FOP. PUBLICATION
Small Holding Claim No. 2520.
014351
not coal.

Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
call on or address.
Santa Fe, N. si., Nov. 21, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the folloSann Fe, N. M.
wing-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91,
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
NEW MEX act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
479,) and the said proof will be made
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
before Alfredo Montoya,
Probate
Special automobiles furnished te accommodate any number of passengers Clerk at Bernalillo, N. M., on January
Pe-nto make special connections with anj 9, 1911, viz; Marcos C. de Baca, of
N. M., for the claim 2520
Blanca,
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor- in ec 3. 35 and 3G, T. 16 N., R. 5 E., N.
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- M. P. M. Surveyed In May 1909.
He names the following witnesses
municating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at to prove his actual continuous adleast 24 hours In advance. Rate tot verse possession of said tract for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
fewer passengers to either point.
Luis Leyba, Gauro Crespin, Paz
Antonio Lucero, all of Pena,

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

January 10 to 12,

Adjutant General.

Official:

FORTH WORTH, TEX.

2

A. S. BROOKES,

ROSVVELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL
Carrying the

2

1--

h,

Pjr further iaforiuicion, timetables and
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.

4

2

2

Colonel, General Staff Corps,
Assistant to the Chief of Staff,
Chief of Division.
Company Commanders will be furnished a housewife for
each enlisted man before the annual inspection in 1911.
Enlisted men will be required to furnish comb, soap, tooth-bustowel, stockings and uniform shoes at their own expense.
Attention is invited to G. O. No. 17, C. S. this office. Company Commanders will see that each enlisted man is provided
with uniform shoes at the earliest date practicable.
By command of the Governor.

f53.l5,

Palimati reservatioa,

2

2

E. M.

ALLaE

1-- 4

2

2

Sir:
In connection with the inspection of the Organized Militia
to be made by ollieers of the Army in lilll, under the provisiorg
of Section 14 of the Militia Law, I am directed by the Secretary of War to communicate to you the following information:
1. Organizations will be inspected in field uniform only,
including marching shoes and the full equipment prescribed
in paragraphs 132 and 133, Militi a Regulations, 1!)08, with the
exception of ammunition and rations, but including overcoat,
blanket, comb, housewife, poncho, soap, toothbrush, towel
and extra pair of stockings, and also intrenching tools.
2. In view of the requirements of Section 14 of the Militia
Law and in order to avoid interference or delays in the inspections made by United States officers, it is considered essential
that no other inspection of any organization should be made
at the same time.
3. The inspection will include all property available for
field service or of use in connection threrewith or preparatory
thereto and which is of the pattern and quality issued to the
Regular Army whether the property belongs to the United
States or not.
4. During the inspection of any property in the store rooms
of organizations, the responsible or other commissined officer
should be present with a sufficient detail of men to handle the
property. In order to expedite the work, this property should
be previously assorted and neatly arranged for inspection.
5. It is particularly desirable that all property in arsenals,
With this
storehouses, depots, etc., be listed and inspected
in view, special inspecting officers from the Regular Army will
be detailed for this purpose.
6. The question of whether or not the New Mexico Militia
is deficient in arms, uniforms or equipment will be determined
n this office after a comparison of all the reports of inspection
made in said Territory.
7. All United States property which is reported unserviceable or unsuitable by the United States inspecting officer
should be submitted, as soon as practicable after the inspection, to the action of a disinterested surveying officer of the
Organized Militia, in accordance with the provisions of Section 4 of the Act approved June 22, 1906. (See paragraph 49,
Militia Regulations, 1908.)
Very respectfully,

TO- -

SANTA EE

2

1-- 2

DIVISION OF MILITIA AFFAIRS,
WASHINGTON.

1

Oec. 23, 24, 25,126 & 31
Also jmuary 1st. & 2nd.

CITY O? MSXICO,
Lug tioi litnit

2

2

FARESpi

TICKETS ON SALE

56,90

4

1--2

2

The Adjutant General,
Territory of New Mexico,
Santa Fe.

on

LOS ANGELES
SAIN DIEGO

2

2

2

December 27, 1010.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

East or West

Paso Texas.

ON

2

1--2

Santa Fe,

2.

The following1 letter from the War Department is published
for the information of all concerned:

trip between all stations

GO

4

1--4

General,
the Adjutant
Xew Mexico,

Office of

Circular,

Rate of one fare for Round

Cn

4

2

2

ORDERS

NATIONAL GUARD

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

--

2

1-- 2

For Rates and full information address

It

2

4

December

j!

2

4

From anta Fe to El Paso, Bisbee?
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torraace, Thence

II

2

2

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT!

EXCURSION

Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
of
Claimant, $1.00; paper bound. 75c. Postage 7c.
Proof, Testimony
FOR RENT Rooms and tent
full sheet.
Notary Record. $1.25 each.
House for housekeeping.
Notary Seals:
160 Garcia.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75, delivered-Deskfull sheet
Applicant,
$3.25, delivered nearest ex
FOR RENT 5 room cottage all
Deposition of Witness.
modern
conveniences.
Mrs.
press office.
Apply
sheet.
S. B. Grimshaw, 216 Grand.
sheet.
Final Proof.
Mining Blanks.
Contest Notice,
sheet
Additional and Amended Location
FOR RENT Six room furnished
fi 1 oneot.
Yearly Proof,
sheet
Certificate,
house best location in town. Lease
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher.
six to eighteen months. O. C. Watson
sheet
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet & Co.
Affidavit of Contest Against Non- Title Bond and Lease of Minin;!
sheet
Resident Entryman,
sheet.
Notice of Intention to make final Property,
TYPEWRITERS
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
sheet.
proof,
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Additional Entry,
sheet
platents furnished. Ribbons and sup-12 sheet
320 Homestead
Entry,
lies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed.
dnd rented. Standard makes handled.
sheet.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of ApMining Lease.
All repair woik and ype writers guarCoal Declaratory Statement,
plicant, full sheet
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exsheet.
sheet
Relinquishment,
change. Pbone Black 231.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
sheet
Township Plats,
AfPower of an Attorney,
Township Plats, full sheet
TAKE CARE.
fidavit and Corroboratii g
General Blanke.
Remember that wnen your kidneys
sheet.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water.
sheet are affectea, your life Is In danger,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
of M. Mayer, Rochester, N. Y., says: "My
Out
or
Genera!
Forfeiture
sheet
Form,
Bond,
Publishing
trouble started with a sharp shooting
doz.
Notice.
sheet
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per
my back which grew worse
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet.
sheet pain over
Official Bond,
I felt sluggish and tired, my
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
Application for Bounty for Killing daily.
kidney action was irregular and inWild Animals.
sheet
of Mortgage, full sheet
frequent, i started using Foley Kid2
sheet.
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Application for License,
ney PiUs. Each dose seemed to put
Retail Liquor License. 2 sheet
Prices.
new life and strength into me, and
sheet.
Notice of Conveyance,
Each. Per Doz, Per 100. now I am completely cured and feel
sheet
Certificate of Election,
$ .25
sheet
$ .10
$1.75 better and stronger than for years."
Report of the Assessors, full sheet 2 sheet . .. .10
2.50 Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
.35
pheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
4.00
.65
full sheet . . . .10
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
100 assorted blamts take the 100
Application for Marriage License, price.
sheet
Size of Blanks.
sheet.
Certificate of Birth,
4
sheet, 7x8
sheet
Certificate of Death,
inches.
sheet, 8
Butchers' Shipping
Notices, 1J
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
sheet.
Signs, Card Board.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
15c each
'For Rent"
Receipts, 25c per pad.
10c each.
Board"
sheet
Cost Bond,
10c each.
For Sale"
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
10c each.
sheet. Lodging"
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
25c each.
sheet "For Rent or Sale"
Letters of Administration,
10c each.
"No Smoking"
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
"Furnished Rooms for Light
sheet.
25c each.
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
Housekeeping"
American National
25ceacn.
sheet. "Board and Lodging"
Declaration in Assumpsit,
50c each.
Minor's Law"
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
Livestock Association
50c each
sheet. "Livery Law"
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
"English Marriage Laws" ..50c each.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
Spanish Marriage Taws" ...50c each.
Law Books and Miscellaneous.
sheet
Sheriff's
Flexible Cover Pocket
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet. Docket, single $1.25; two or more, $1
each.
sheet
Power of Attorney
Prices on other stamps, pads, and all
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00, post
other office supplies, on application.
age 17c.
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
Laws of New Mexico 1899, 1901 and
full sheet.
1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet
sheet
Replevin Bond,
$2.25 each; full leather, $3.00 each;
Execution Forcible Entry and De 1905 and 1907 .English
or Spanish,
2

ASK FOR TICKETS

ff

45c.

Mex.

Non-Miner-

Absolutely smokeless and odorless

p in

(Incorporated)

EI

2

Printed and for sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. N. Postage

Non-Miner-

Continental Oil Company

-

Deed of Trust, full sheet
sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
Complied Laws of N. M.. 1897. $9.50.

4

to tut nearest agency qj inc

The Best Route

1910.

2

8 20
8 02
7 45

.r

ilidl

BLANKS.

29,

2

'

!;M:i i.- t
i'jII.is with !!. 1'. S. V . Ry, train both N'orth'and'Soutb.;
vj"' ror V;i'.i H,aUm f, M, umets trains at Preston N".IM.
- iDi.i
f
Hi i!nlit
!' i "c.
.vn. M. M., at 9:90 'a. m, daily except
Sc if
iv
Hire n o;v w.iy $3.50 round trio; llfty pound bagsaje carried free,
uruliy-- .
M
l ti'i'.i
H
V.I-- .
t lie souili at 11 ; 11 p. in. .'arrives fromlttie
(!.
South at 4;38a. in.

tni'i

DECEMBER

THURSDAY.

a

4

1-- 4

2

l--

2

1--

2

COLORADO SPRINGS,

$15.80
TRINIDAD,

$11,50,
L PASO,

$17.90

$13.60

PUEBLO
$12.25
LAS VEGAS
$4.50

RATON,

$1050
ALBUQUERQUE
$4.60

BELEN

$6.35

One and one third fare to all other
points in New Mexico and Colorado.

Dates of Sale, Dec. 23rd, 24th,
25th, 26th, 30th and 31st, and
January 1st, and 2nd. 1911.

1--

1--

Final Return Limit, Jan. 3rd. 1911.

1--

Con-ferin-

Non-Miner-

1-- 2

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Santa Fe, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ. Agent

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

29, 1910.

E

M.

8EVEH

HUMOFf OF THE LAW.
pettea as Tary ver norse WasTiGf
THE REASON FOR STATUES.
withstanding he bad been kept In
The negro boy was up for the flfTU
training.
A Washington dentist praise.; eni
And be had a rider. In his day the
List of Cases for Hearing at the January Term,
the respect paid to the Bin on a charge of chicken stealing
thusiastically
colonel had been In a class by him'he ttis time the magistrate decided to
memory of Horace Wells by
self. He knew still all the art and
A. D. I9JJ.
appeal to the boy's father.
French government.
It has erected
j
mystery he had still the courage, the
"Now, see here, Abe," said he to th
in the I'lu'e
a
him
of
statue
recently
4th.
For hearing January
the soul that wins on cour"this boy of yours has been up
sympathy,
un1
darky,
des
the
arid
i.
Ktats
Paris,
.
I'nis,
1211.
No.
Gallup Electric Light Company, Appellee, vs. Pacific Image. Deadly angry though he was, he
By Martha McCulloch-Waiiam- a
veiling ceremony In March was at- in court so many times for stealing
had a thrill of Joy in this rebellious
provement Company, Appellant.
It don't make no difference what tended by distinguished scietui. ts chickens that I'm tired of seeing him
1243.
The Bank of Commerce, Appellee, vs. Jaspar N. Broy-leNo.
slip of his own blood.
(Copjnght, lsio, bj Associated Literary Preu.)
here."
the hollerday happens to be I always from all over the world.
"The breed's not running out. thank feel Just like this when it's over. Mad!
et al., Appellants.
"Professor Wells." said the dentist, j "Ah don't blame you, sah," returned
"Joe Desha!" the colonel roared, uod no matter how
this turns out," Plumb mad!" Thus spoke Rod Archie, "was born in Hartford in 1S1.V !!
the father. "Ah's tired o' seeing him
his face
For hearing Januray 5th.
"Why, I'd be said to himself as he
of the "Twenty Devils" of room was a pioneer in the use of nitrous
chief
down
here, tio."
pounded
a
send
you to
nunnery, before you the road, the skim of snow
1237.
The Arizona & Colorado Railroad Company of New
No.
"Then why don't you teaoh him how'
muffling 4, as he dug his hands into his pock- oxide gas In dental operations to preshould marry him!"
&
Rio
Grande
The
Denver
vs.
Mexico, Appellee,
the sound of boofbeats.
ets and tried to look tough by hunch- vent pain, and for his discoveries Ir. to act? Show him the right way and!
his
granddaughBetty,
In
of the muffling Joe heard ing his shoulders and
Railroad Company, Appellant.
his anaesthesia he may bo regarded as he won't be coming here."
eluding
ter and sole heiress, said, sticking out them spite
and
1333. Frank H. Moore, as assignee of the estate of Charles Zei- No.
"Even anger can't tongue into his cheek like a quid of a benefactor to mankind.
"Ah ha showed 'ini de right way,!
at the thought, and smiling make the smiled.
her
chin
colonel lose his head," he tobacco.
"Wells has been dead fifty years, sah," derlared the old man earnestly.!
ger, Appellee, vs. Western Meat Company, Appellant,
an irritating smile, as she sniffed at a said.
"He's not going too fast at SmL
"I might
have ate heaps more and France is the first a tardy first "Ah has suttenly showed tm de right;
rose.
The chin was softly rounded,
For hearing January 6th.
we must do our best. Thanksgivin' dinner Just as well as
sweetheart,
to acknowledge the Importance of way, but he somehow keeps getting
of
somehow
a
had
suggestion
yet
rel.
of
ex
New
Mexico
1343.
of
No.
City
Albuquerque,
Whatever happens we'll face it to- - inot." lamented Red Archie. "Now. his discovery and raise a tribute to caught comln' 'way wid do&e chick-- ;
Territory
own.
firmness
to
match
colonel's
the
of
the
even if It 1b a couple of bul- that turkey you fellers all had tur his almost
Appellant, vs. O. A. Matson, City Treasurer
This ens!" Central Ijiw Journal.
forgotten memory.
A willful race the Harkways,
said getner
lets."
City of Albuquerque.
key, 'f course? Well, by the time I'd case reminds me of a conversation
knew them
that
everybody
good
"Yes. Together for life or death," ate a drumstick and a wing and the between a little
1345.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co., Appellant,
No.
boy and his father.
friends, fair enemies, but set! Oh, be- Betty murmured,
A DEGREE OF EXISTENCE,
her face lightly liver and a hunk of white meat and
vs. Citizens Traction & Power Company, Appellee.
"'Why are statues erected to famyond anything.
his
shoulder.
one
or
some
two
pressed
and
against
other
ous"
men.
father."
child.
said
just
pieces
the
At rising seventy the colonel was
For hearing January 9th.
Then she sat clear of him. They 'taters and with gravy and stuffln' "
"'So that they may become known,
most set upon two things matching
1346.
Citizens Traction & Power Company, Appellee, vs. The
were oft she would not hamper him.
No.
"With chestnuts In?" interrupted an dear,' was the answer."
with
so
her
cousin
the
Duval,
Betty
It wa3 enough that he carried her eager voice.
Atchison, Topekafc Santa Fe Ry. Co., Appellants.
estate should be kept In the name;
pin '
in the race for love and life.
1347.
No.
Sure," said Red Archie. "With
Territory of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Daniel Archuleta,
and beating, with a horse of his own weight
She did not know if the colonel were chestnuts and some gravy "
Ominous.
Appellant.
breeding, the pride of the Desha armed he was angry
Kit.
"Pardon me, old man," began the
"Swlmmln' in gravy?" The suggesfor
anyenough
stables, whatever that might happen thing of that she was certain. But tion was
For hearing January 10th.
veteran boarder, "but we don't want
urgent.
to be.
,
et al.,
1353.
No.
he had, in a sort, accepted her chalGustave Leusch, Appellee, vs. Fred G.
"And brown and thick?" chimed in to lose you, and I just want to warn
and at most
Duval, Virginia-bred- ,
If they won the race he was another of the group.
you that you'd better begin to pay
Appellants.
a fifth cousin, ought to have suited lenge.
1 '
too square a sport not ;o forgive
No. 1354. In the matter of the last will and testament of Sarah
"Sure," agreed Hed Archie. "Well, something on your board."
Miss Betty as well as he did her
them.
rtPfi.v--"r
new
I
asked
boarder.
the
after didn't eat hardly any more than
"Why?"
"y tut w m l
Ellen Dye, deceased, Isiah Dye, Executor, Appellee,
elders.
But she had in full the family
"Well. I noticed that Mrs. Starver
seemed a hopeless chance. The that I couldn't eat no more. Then
It
vs. Ora Butler Meece, Appellant.
Inclination for her own way more- colonel was a
welterweight, but Sir there was cranberries, all red and was dangerously polite to you this
over, it had been a case of love at
For hearing January 11th.
Archy was up to it. Then he was squashy! Gee, I 'm sick for some now I morning." Catholic
Standard and
sight between her and Joe Desha. older than Bonnybell, likewise in But
Rafael Tagliaferri, Appellee & Cross Appellant, vs.
Nos. 1255-5Thanksgivin' day I ate only three Times.
half a dozen times, yet
met
had
They
Cpsar Grande, Appellant & Cross'Appellee.
were betrothed. It was Betty's own harder condition. She had been eased helpin's of cranberries. Don't know
a bit allowed to run at grass, whiles, what was the matter with me! Gee,
1356.
NO.
First National Bank of Albuquerque, Appellee, vs. h- doing speaking out to the colonel. and fed
The Masculine Idea.
sugar and apples Hetty's I could eat a gallon this minute!
M.
Trustee
in
Miller,
(J.
She
Bankruptcy).
had not said a word to Joe in heart
J.JHaverkampf,
Her Husband "I saw a beautiful
I ate just two pieces of mince
her
as
"Then
she
misgave
recalled
how
the strength of loyal love, she meant often she had
Appellant.
'
thus pampered her pet and three pieces of pumpkin pie. And gown in- a shop window today."
to spare him humiliation, since she
His Wife "What was it like, dear?"
Now she stopped the least bit to pat they wasn't quarters, nelthei- Just
For hearing January 12th.
knew he was coming soon to speak for
Her Husband "Well, it was made
the mare's flank and say clearly:
1359. Richard Di Palma and Bernard Ruppe, Appellee, vs. J.
sixths! And I had only one helpin' of
No.
himself.
"Bonny win for us this time, and puddln'!
it makes me wild to of that ztgzaggy kind of stuff with
A. Weinman & Joseph Barnett, Appellant.
Gee,
"Seems like you'd have more pride
shail ever ride you again."
think back! I tell you I must have curlicues on the front and back and
Tinks--Y- ou
1361.
Puritan Manufacturing Company, Appellee, vs. Toti &
No.
live at a boarding house,
than ever to speak to one of that nobody
some
didoes on the I
Bonnvbell anKwnreri rmlv wUh n been doped."
believe.
Gradi, Appellant.
scurvy lot," the colonel went on, slightly lengthened stride. She had
I
skirt
wish
you could get one Just
Red Archie's tongue lingered on the
Winks You flatter me when you say
wrathfully.
found her teet and was going free over word "doped" It sounded so exhilar- - like it"
For hearing January 16th.
"live."
"I don't the soft dirt road. Sir
Betty sniffed harder.
No. 1362. R. E. Putney, Appellee, vs. Franz Schmidt, et al., etc.,
Archy had atingly tough.
know any one of a scurvy lot," she gained
"We had cider, too. I had only five
they could hear the colonel
Appellees.
Wise Girl.
"You can't mean the shouting, but the
said,
sweetly.
Men and Girls.
whatchu know about that?
tore
air
and
glasses
New
Lizzie
vs.
of
McGrath
1364.
rushing
No.
Mexico,
Appellee,
Territory
'She told me she could swim and "Are
Deshas "
aa black." ahu queried,
mn
tattered the words past distinguish- Gee, I could drink a whole hogshead
I happen to know that she cannot
Appellant.
"A thfty are painie.I. do you think?
"Why can't IT" the colonel roared.
How many gallons does the 'rithmetlo
ing.
swim a stroke. What do you suppose In Yanket- style 1 aiiswi-e;hr:
"Because they are about the best-bre- d
For hearing January 17th.
"Don't let him catch us. Bonny!" say's in a hogshead?"
"Ar Rirls," I sighed, "aa pink?"
she told a story for?"
"Forty-three!- "
1365. George S. Klock, Appellant, vs. Edward A. Mann, Appelpeople in the county as high- Betty entreated.
The suggestion was
No
Puck.
"So you wouldn't offer to teach
bred as their horses," Betty flung
And then truly Bonnybell made as faint and doubtful.
lee.
her."
back, and though she still smiled, though she understood
"Most likely it's 143," sneered Red
had
they
1366. Milbert H. Pierce and Louis F. Lyon, partners doing
No.
Caught on the Rebound.
there were points of dangerous light reached a long moonlit level of road Archie. "Anyway, that's what I'm
name
firm
of
under
the
and style
Puritan
business
"Well, I don't care," exclaimed the
in the middle of her eyes.
If I had the cider.
she
down
to
as
for
it
on
the
lay
good
though
Easy.
angry husband, "no man of any sense
Manufacturing Co., Appellee, vs. A. Toti and L.
The colonel ought to have heeded course, and literally devoured space.
"Did you fellers have Ice cream In
"My brother writes me that he is would
of such extravagance
Gradi, partners doing business under the firm name
The colonel saw It with a leaping three colors? We did! Gee, It makes going to spend a few weeks In N. O. on the approve
He
them, but he was anger-blind- .
of his wife."
part
and style of Toti and Gradi, Appellant.
His
her
In
to
me
want
kick myself. We had It What does N. O. stand for?"
arm, saying hoarsely as heart
the mare, in the
gripped
pride
"But, my dear," calmly inquired the
he pushed her toward the stairway: girl who had taken her in spite of last, with the cake, the nuts and raiFor hearing January 18th.
"Everything if it will stand for that alleged better half of the matrimonial
I ate only one dishful,
to
melt
sins
and
You'll
his
wrath.
to
room
him,
After
and
began
candy.
go
your
of
stay
brother
vs.
of
yours."
No. 1327. United States
America, Appellee,
Seorge Snell,
combine, "how do you know what a
there under lock and key until you ail, it was Betty who would have to and I never put a tooth into but twelve
man with any sense would do?"
Appellant.
live with her husband a long, long pieces of candy. It was chocolate cansense
learn
manners.
and
Under13:15.
M. E. Woodling, Plaintiff in Error, vs. Secundino RoNo.
USEFUL
CITIZENS.
on
life
he
nuts
fat
it
would
with
be.
After
hoped
big,
all, dy, too,
top!"
stand, you shan't set foot outside this
mero, et al., Defendants in Error.
Red Archie dug his fists deeper into
house until you agree to marry Du- further, she had chosen a man and
Both Ways.
Joe Desha had a governor or so among his pockets.
val."
"Statistics prove that marriage is a
For hearing January l!)th.
"Pals, I could eat a bushel of Ice
"Shan't I?" Betty flung back at his forbears. Moreover, Duval Hark-way- ,
preventive against suicide," remarked
1342.
Ex Parte Geo. E. Priest, et al., Appellants, vs. Board of
No.
in spite of his name, showed lit- cream this minute, and 'bout a trunk-fu- l
the Wise Guy.
him, wrenching herself free.
Trustees of the Town of Las Vegas, Appellees.
of chocolate candy. But what else
She was tall and slim, but lithe as tle of the breed. The colonel rose in
"Well, It's a poor rule that wont
D.
W.
vs.
and
H.
1341.
J.
No.
J.
Mahoney, Appellees,
Kingston
work both ways," added the Simple
an ash sapling. Once free the colonel his stirrups, leaned far over Sir can a feller expect?" There was
W. Walters, Appellant.
Mue. "Statistics also nrove that sui
was no match for her. But he felt Archy's withers, and sent home the despair, born of worldly wisdom. In the
voice of Red Archie.
cide is a preventive against marriage."
he had the advantage
she was in spurs, shouting the while:
For hearing January 23th.
.
"A feller's pa and ma go and set
You rascals will ruin the
"Stop!
her pink satin party dress, her feet
London
1352.
No.
City of Roswell, Appellee, vs. Mrs. Mary Bell Perkins,
finest mare in Kentucky!
in silk stockings
Stop, I say. things like turkey and cranberries beand tiny,
Appellant.
She had Unless you do I'll quit and go hojne." fore a poor kid. They cram him with
pink satin slippers.
1344.
No.
Territory of New Mexico, Appellant, vs. Young E. Hart,
Just Like a Woman.
Sir Archy had answered the spur stuff like that. Then they bring on
made her revelation while they were
Appellee.
Mr. Stubb (excitedly) Maria, who
waiting for the carriage, which was with a burst of speed that brought the goodies the cake and the candy
in the world took all niy game chicken
and the ice cream In three colors and
to take them, Duval included, to the him well within hall of BonnybelL
For hearing January 24th.
,
eggs out of the Incubator and left
to
a
feller
want
and
heard
the
that
Joe
turned
they
Christmas
Eastons'
calling,
eve
dance.
pretend
of
United States
1348.
No.
America, Appellee, v,. Joe Martin,
on the cold floor?
them
It
to
arm
was
all
her
around
a
some!
that's
have
It's
game,
not
him,
on
Betty
or
had
cloak
hood
put
Betty
Appellant.
I
Mrs. Stubb Why, I did, John.
is a bunko game to cheat us kida."
her hand reaching for the rein.
fell
her
hair
in
tumbled
curls
New
of
vs.
Malcon
1358.
Mexico, Appellee,
No.
Territory
Trapp,
found the incubator the handiest place
"Of course, we'll stop," she said. "I Red Archie scowled.
over her bare shoulders.
Outside it
In the world to raise the buckwheat
Appellant.
was spitting snow, and there was a always mind grandad when he's rea"They played another trick on me.
these chilly nights.
thin white skin on the ground. But sonable. Maybe we can go to the Would they let a feller keep on his
loose sweater? No! They rammed me
dance after all."
not
in the least daunt her
that
did
force in cases other than the particAUTHORITY OF FOREST
They did go a trifle late, to be sure, into a white collar that strangled my
darting into the hall she snatched
All of It
SERVICE IS SUSTAINED. ular one then before the' court.
down a long horseman's cloak, then tut in time to announce their engage- - windpipe I mean "sophagust er spiSome of his friends heard Atlas sigh
All
never
an
'cause
Uncle
nal
column.
ran
O.
In the cases of Sam Cope and S.
George
'".s through the front door, down the ment Bonnybell truly
ing and asked him what was the main
Decision of New Mexico Courts Cit- Cope, defendants, and ol u. W. Jern-- snowy steps and on toward the sta- other race, but the colonel lived to see and Aunt Jenny and a lot of girl
don't you go to work ter.
comln". 066!" Red Archie
Lady
Why
was
win
from
cousins
foal
the
her
first
bles.
At
derby
sole
first
her
had
impulse
ed as Precedent by Department
lgan, defendant, Injunctions were
"I've got a world of trouble on my
son.
sniffled, "I could have ate a ton more and earn your living?
of Agriculture.
granted by the Federal district court been flight As Bhe ran a purpose Ladylove's
shoulders," he answered.
Axin'
ma'am,
yore
Tramp
on
If
pardon,
had
old
I'd
sweater!
a
my
mad
one
to
be
sure,
to prevent the continued grazing of shaped itself,
"I tell you what, fellers," he went but if sich gents as me went to work
but suiting her present mood. It was
Ten Great Battles.
owueu
loe ueienaams upon to
m antWitv of the Secretary otlsw
on,
thoughtfully, after he had overcome dere'd be more work for th' undermount
her
PROOF POSITIVE.
history-makinBonnybell,
grandfathof
the
Ten
tne National Forests.
great
The ground
his
emotion, "when we're daddies and takers.
ride
a
chalthe
er's
to
back,
grazing
prevent
were.
fling
darling,
The
world
of
the
Agriculture
conflicts
upfm which these injunctlong were
how's
that?
Lady Why,
man and beat him Battle of Chalsus, 451 A. D.; The Bat- sit In the armchair at the head of the
of livestock on the National Forests granted wa3 not tne power 0
tne lenge at the old
Tramp De noospaper Joke writers
in a fair race in spite of carrying tle of Tours, 732 A. D.; The Battle of table like our daddies do, and it comes
sustained
to
been
of
has
violators
government
would starve ter death, ma'am. We
without a permit
punish
a
time
eatln'
let's
fer
hollerday,
why,
- weight
Hastings, 1060; Victory of Joan of Arc
all has our uses in dis world, ma'am.
in New Mexico by action of the Fed-- , the regulations through criminal proShe knew Joe would be down at over the English at Orleans, 1429; us kids only we'll be daddies then,
was
but
of
cedure.
the
the
which
in
cases
wear sweatright
three
understand
always
eral courts in
you
for
the
crossroads
I
1588;
waiting
Armada,
of
message
the Spanish
Defeat
have the Ice cream and the chocthe defendants had caused or permit- - government to bring civil action from her. He should ride with her
The Present Style.
The Battle of Blenheim, 1704; The ers,
ted stock to trespass upon the Alamo against the owners of stock which together they would distance the an- Battle of Pultowa, 1709; Victory of olate candy first and then "
a little skirt
had
Mary
Tied tlKhtly In a bow.
"Gee, fellers!" Red Archie grew visForest in defiance of the regulations. trespass upon the property of the- gry colonel, even though his mount the American over Burgoyne at SaraIn
And
the
case
government
punlthat Mary went
Cope
which
has
everywhere
school
as
bell
sounded.
belief
meek
the
the
of
Because
were Sir Archy, next to Bonnybell, his
1777; The Battle of Valmy, ibly
She simply couldn't fro.
of tive damages were Imposed by the pride. She knew he would dare do it; toga, and
He began to pull down his sweater. He
been current among stockmen
of
Battle
The
Waterloo,
1792,
Harper's Bazaar.
glanced with a half scowl at the mud
some localities during the last year, court for wilful trespass, in addition the Hawksworth blood did not know 1815.
an
to
of
award
$75 for actual damages how to be afraid. But Duval and
so far forget his asthat the regulations of the Secretary!
There were, of course, many other on his shoes. He
No Use.
of Agriculture with regard to grazing sustained. The amount of the actual grandmamma might Interfere at any battles both antedating and following sumed toughness as to let hiB eyes fill
You
- damage was determined by the find- Papa
tears.
quit
I'm
going with that
with
unen"Gee,
are
fellers,
Indignant
on the National forests
rate, they should have the chance.
the ones here given which were very
man! He's a spendthrift.
While this was beating It out in broad In their influence on the world's starving this minute! I wish I'd ate a young
torceable the New Mexico cases lnS f the court that the value of
Daughter But, pap, he's practising
are regarded by officials of the De- - the grazing privilege in the Alamo Betty's brain by help of Betty's history. The Civil war affords one or hundred times as much!"
economy now.
as
- National Forest was ?1.50 per year
he
Archie
Red
as
lagged
was
in
scramin
particuthe
had
were
she
of
their
stall,
two that
heart,
Agriculture
partment
Papa Never mind. He could pracre-- for each head of cattle or horses.
up the basement stairs. "The worst of
bled to Bonnybell's back, never think- effects.
larly timely and valuable. The vali-for the rest of his life and never
tise
eat
he
another
ain't
It
"there
said,
is,"
case
more
'This
j
is the
decisive as ing of saddle, hardly even stopping to
cent disposition to question the
become
proficient at it
till
ln'
Christmas!"
hollerday
to the authority of the Secretary to put bridle in place of halter. She
dity of the regulations has evidently
Laws of Cape Town.
de--' enforce the grazing regulations from had heard her grandfather
natural
shouting
to
the
due
entirely
been
Cape Town once lived under so seEncouraging Him.
sire of the stockmen to assert what the fact that an attempt to proceed angrily after her. At first he had vere a code of sumptuary laws that
The Child and the Light.
now
on
was
tne
he
to
waited
"What would you do If I were to
steps
criminally
was
they supposed, though mistakenly, in- - against the defendants
restricted
If a child for a time dislikes going
to kiss you; would you try to get
had failed beccause of the refusal of stumping down the walk to the sta anTtnin8 Uk. display
Winks My landlady is a
be their rights under the law as
to sleep In the dark, or wishes its start
as she was clear of th to the governor and his immediate
the
to
an
hl1n8t
indictment
away?"
courts'.
grand
the
Secretary
jury
bring
woman.
VI. or tne door ajar yield to it. The dread will
runs
jterpreted by
Thus
Article
circle.
saw him, lantern in
"I certainly would!"
Binks Why do you think so?
ostenWilson considers that t,he effect of against them. In the third of the outer adoor she
and
or
If
not
soon
fostered
laws
Dutch
luxury
against
artlfically
pass,
"Then "
fine, almost a pathetic figure,
Winks She says she enjoys seeinj
the action taken in the New Mexico New Mexico cases, however, such an hand, white-hairein rank than made much of. A child ought not to
with yet a tation: "No one less
"But you can see I'm wearing a her boarders have
cases will be to clarify the situation indictment was found by the grand ruddy, tremulousness erect,
those
and
good appetites.
merchant
to
among
In
his
words
a junior
fear hobble skirt."
have to confess
of
movement.
little
of equal rank and the
more
to
It
citizens
make
the
materially, and to promote a better jury against J. W. Van Winkle, for
tends
that
only
she
It
of
In
at
him
her
flung
spite
understanding of the legal rights of having grazed 1,000 head of goats challenge the last words over her wives and daughters only of those real and lasting. He will grow out
When Faults Are Seen.
.upon Alamo National Forest without shoulder as she sent
who are or who have been members
the Department.
of It And, after all, this feeling of
8cenery.
"Love Is blind," so poets sing,
Bonnybell stretchof any council shall venture to use helplessness in an unknown and mysThe misconception which has led a permit. As a result of this indict- - ing away.
"I spent my vacation In the Rock
a
But cynic bachelor wight
In practice this re- terious, universe Is very natural. The ies."
umbrellas."
stockmen to sunnose they might ment Van Winkle was arrested at
Says that marriage Is the thing
"We will wait for you at the crosswill restore the sight.
That
umNational
of
a
use
United
the
and
on
the
Alamogordo
by
stricted
possession
deputy
stocK
craze their
universe Is big and mysterious and
"They tell me the scenery in that
roads," were the last words, followed
brellas to about fifty persons In Cape most alarming.
Custom gradually section is on a gigantlo scale."
Forests without taking out a permit States marshall, and bound over for by a reckless laugh.
Town.
makes Its ordinarily friendly aspect
"It is. I saw advertising signs 20
and paying the grazing fee was due appearance at the April term of the
His Day Hadnt Come.
Youth. Is cruel often for want of
'
Bacon Thought you said he'd be a
to the decision rendered by the Su-- ', Federal court.
familiar, while its more portentous feet high."
is cruel in its hard
as
age
Dangerous.
thought,
manifestations are found to be excepgreat man some day.
preme Court of the United States!
Insistence. The colonel loved Betty
"Here, have a drink, old boy."
are there, behind the
but
tional;
they
last March, affirming a recision of; Fifteen Year Old Horse Thief.
Egbert So I did, but he hasn't had
his
own
but
I'm
not
"Not
armed."
everything
beyond
today, thanks;
way.
Where He Drew the Line.
scenes, and It Is JuBt the exceptional
the chance yet.
the United States district court for George Juliall( aged u year8j repa,d Betty loved her grandfather better
"What has that to do with it."
She
future
"I
may
(to
In"Hasn't had a chance?"
the southern district of California, the WnaneBS of John Burng( at Nara. than anything but Joe. Nature takes
"You don't know what kind of ani- and portentious of which we are
tell you that, though my daughter Is
of
"No; he has to sleep all day. He's
course 'in spite of wisdom, of any mals chased me the last time I took stinctively afraid. Sir Oliver Lodge. well educated, Bhe cannot cook."
her
by Judge Wellborn, that violation
Jn
hafl
whQ
Quay
countyj
watchman."
Yonkers Statesa drink out of your flask."
the grazing regulations is not punish- the
thing.
Q ha(J
He "That doesn't matter much, so a night
home
n
man.
able as a crime. This decision of moneyj by BtealJng ft horse and gW.
Joe, In cold blood, would never
as
she
doesn't
long
try."
From Hsblt
have eloped with anybody's grandthe Supreme Court bowfer. was by Ue belongng t0 Bu
BeUIng ftem
man," oensored the stock
It
How
"Young
and
Happened.
of
least
all
the
of
the
colonel's.
justices,
daughter,
an even division
A Cold Fact.
at gan Jm &M maklng
Should Be Sufficient.
But how shall a man under thirty, , "He was certainly brave to crawl broker, "I can't employ you. Why,
therefore did not decide the genera
couldn't stand it In the public
Mounted Pollceman Mex
T
where
count double."
bed
and
you
In
the
a
under
me
to
Give
time
life
collect
engage
in
Cholly
out
madly
love,
my
nay to
"I can't help that, sir," responded thoughts.
parlor any longer. A man there with
question one way or the otherof tne gtree(. arregted the boy The hor83 a creature of snow and say
Are, who and death struggle with that burglar."
the worst kind of a cold In his head
new
with
a
merely affirmed the dec sion
the
recovered
wink,
bookkeeper,
he
crawled
"When
Mr.
the
Keen
under
bed
Miss
Certainly.
Saploigh. was
flings herself upon his breast, crying
case.
was
see
census
I
In
telling the oldest kind of stories."
"You
lower court in the particular
T
taker
the
two
can
was
he
have
in the
seconds.
You
burglar
for it,
thought
re- breathlessly: "We have to ride
"I aee. Hoarse chestnuts."
'"
The Supreme Court has granted a
coma, Wash."
now
basement'
or
It's
never!"
honey!
of
at
Madrid.
Peace
the
Justice
hearing of the case, in order that the,
National Shortsightedness.
Ride they did, Joe in front, Betty
a There are two candidates In the field
Question may be passed upon by
"In this country," said the socioloin the horseman's cloak,
wrapped
at
of
the
Justice
Madrid,
for
settled,
A
peace
Should
If
Ask.
8ure
Making the Best of It
Anybody
Way.
full bench and authoritatively
Is done to
Fe county: Earl A. clinging behind him. While they
I passed the frosty pawnshop door
Snooklns You seem to be on prefc gist, "everything possible
"How can we Induce more women
Today
and this rehearing will soon take- southern Santa
And saw you, my dear overcoat, within.
of the Se- Turner and Antonio Garcia y Armijo. waited, Joe had put his saddle upon to wear hobble skirts?" queried the ty good terms with old Grunendykes, I discourage people from marrying."
"How so?" inquired one of the lis- O coat, I may not wear you any more;
place. But the authority
the mare, a thoroughbred, coming four
do
in
for
find
about
is
candidate
notice.
What
Urban
except
fashionable
dressmaker.
Anlceto
you
that
But now I muat walk fast and try to
grazing
to
prevent
teners,
cretary
years old, in whom the colonel felt he
Inducing the legislature to pass old curmudgeon that's worth cultiva-r.g- ?
grin.
wnth Ms regulations does stable.
"You have to buy the marriage lihad a world-beateAnd especially a a "By
law prohibiting them," answered
fee the preacher, the boys gtve
cense,
of Ladylove, the Desha filly,
not it Is pointed out, uepeuu upuuj,
conqueror
th mere man.
Jordle His youngest daughter.
'affirmation of the power of the gov-HI Good Advice.
who had beat Bonnybell by an eyelash
you what they call a 'hivaree,' your
rethe
of
violation
friends throw old shoes at you, the
"I am going to hitch my wagon to
LO-NIGHeminent to punish
only in the local derby the season beT
This is made
fore. The mares were half sisters, by
newspapers print caricatures of you,
star," announced the young dramIts Office.
Really Strange.
gulations as a crime.
a famous foreign sire, out of dams
"This cork is very tight in your
"You should not stop on the street life insurance agents hound you, you atist.
clear by the action in. two of the New,
while the third case
bump right up against th cost of
"Then," advised the experienced
to talk to a strange man."
tracing to Lexington. Sir Archy, the brandy bottle. I can't budge it"
Mexico cases;
.
fho
w nffiTTYia- - i
the man I told you of who living, and if yon find you've made a manager, "if there's going to be any
pursuer, was as well bred, but in differ
"That's
"Yes, that's the nature of cork. It
lllustrates ine
rrJbK
i
m
...
i
7Ha3w
- J
I ent lines. He had a year's advantage was put there to keep the bottle's wants to marry me."
tt
hi.
in
mistake you have to go to no end of hitching to a star, you had better
j
tion of Judge weiiDorn s
In age, and had been .pampered, .and BpiriU
trouble to jet. a divorce."..
make It a whin waggon."
'3VU. he Is a strange man!"
froniolng down."
the Supreme Court hau no binding
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Tomatoes, Cauliflower,
Beets, lum ps, Cancts, Parsnips, Sweet Potatoes, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Lettuce, Radishes, Spinach, Onions, Cabbage
DECORATIONS-Hol- ly,
Mistletoe, Wreaths,
Evergreen Roping.
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For Your New Years Callers!
YCU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HANDSOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Best line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.

A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.

satisfaction ASSURED
FIRST ULSSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE THEODORES!
CORRIOK. Prop
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day afternoon, at the home of Mrs.
Laughlin, on Don Gaspar Avenue.
Blessed Stations of the Cross.
The Rev. Jules Deraches, chaplain of
St. Vincent's Sanitarium, performed

N. B.

an

cermony

investing

yesterday
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RIO GILA.

cording to the Raton Daily Range j was hitched to a hack but easily the moisture in it the farmers will
"Paid in Full," which will be seen j troke out of harness and rolled right have to put it there or move out."
at the Elks tonight, played to a capa-',jntthe park. A young man was
city house in Raton Monday night. riding a horse in front of the First
SELECT TABLE .BOARD Home
The Range declares that the play is National Bank yesterday afternoon cooking, $1 per day. Also beautifully
a powerful one, and is presented by a and when he made the animal take furnished front room, suitable for two
first class company "of real artists." a sudden turn, the horse fell heavily gentlemen. Bath, electric light, Mra.
Last night Frederick Warde played to the sidewalk, and for an Instant Summers, 119 Don Gaspar Ave.
i;i Raton.
the spectators thought the life of
Men and Boys Require
Dressy the equestrian would be crushed out
Every family has need of a good,
look but it seems he was not seriously
looking shoes, if they would
at all neat or well dressed. John hurt. It is evidently somewhat dan reliable liniment, for sprains, bruisoreness of the muscles and rhePflueger has just received a new and gerous to ride or drive at this time ses,
umatic
pains there is none better
or
tne cressy, lasting ;0r the year when the streets are
complete line
than Chamberlain's. For sale by all
kind of shoes for the men folks, and covered with snow and ice.
dealers.
he has a window display worth going
has
Mnntninn,P msp,
some distance to see. Read his ad.
not lost faith in dry farming nor inj
in this issue.
that a!
Providence, but it believes
i well and a pump
are at times a won- good for two months, Lloyd Clark,' I rvrf
r, i A
f T3tT7 A anna i ti ciwwinw
aged 10, and Johnnie French,-agecrops, It remarks- 8, are again in trouble at Albuquer-- , satisfactory
"Professor
Tinsiey is lecturing up A ill M A 1 HtSkX.
que. Yesterday evening Lloyd and
Johnnie were arrested by the police ana down the road again. Good luck
but,
on suspicion of knowing something to him and the whole country,
about several petty burglaries re-- while you are praying for" rain and j
methods dont forget a
ported during the past ten days.
1 AG
Killed by Dynamite Blast Barely well, a pump, a gasoline engine and
alive and badly mangled,
John E. a surface reservoir that will hold a
Kersay, member of the grading gang big house full of water. These are
JET
of the spur to the Elephant Butte dam mere trifles, of course, but
they
rr ? ir ir.c
was discovered lying in a cut nearj mightfeome in very handy. This soil
Ash Canyon at daylight and died at wju make you rich if it has the mois- noon. Kera.y, who was working on ture, but if the elements do not put
the night shift, went off shift at half
past three in the morning and is
supposed to have entered the cut just
in time to get caught by an exploding
WE ARE SI ILL OFFFR1NG
blast of dynamite.
THE USEFUL KIND OF HOLIDAY GIFTS
Horses Take the Plunge Owing
to the slippery pavements today several horses were seen taking fancy
A SPLENDID Line of Ladiss's and Gents, Gloves
steps, and one horse took a real
Misses and Children's Wool Gloves and Mittens
plunge over the stone coning at the
Hand Bags, the present above all others
LADIES'
east side of the plaza. The animal
:
:
:
!
which the Ladies appreciate.
MRS. POWELL ALMOST DEAD.
HUNDREDS of things in our store to give comfort
:
:
:
Dry Ridge, Ky. "I could hardly
and pleasure TO EVERY ONE
walk across the room," says Mrs.
The Right Kind of Goods at the Right Prices.
Lydia Powell, of Dry Ridge, "before
I
I tried Cardui. I was so poorly,
was almost dead. Now, I can walk
four miles and do my work with
much more ease. I praise Cardui for
my wonderful cure." Cardui is successful in benefiting sick woman, be- cause it is composed of ingredients,
that act specifically on the womanly
headache,
constitution,
relieving
backache, irregularity,- - misery and
distress. Only a good medicine could
see such continual Increase in popu- larity as Cardui has, for the past 50
Try Cardui, the woman's
years.
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HAPPY NEW 1EAR FOR YOUH
miey mum ad for our customers
EH

-

off on

a

Wr.,,

every

.-Ji-

woriti oi

toys in our store. It is only a
week or two until holiday trade
is 07er, rather than to have
Xtnas toys left for next year
we extend offer of 25 per cent off
on every dollars worth of toys
in this Store. We also mark
do wd evary article in ladies and
gaats furnishing, dress goods
of every discription, carpets
and rugs, men and woman shoes
in fact e7ery thing we havjs in
store at
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We believing" in pushing
V

VI'

"

mdseat reduced price rather
than to have same accumulate on shelves. We handle
all leading brands of ready to
wear garments and stand by
every garment sold to give A
No. 1 satisfaction or money
back. Our Motto is Honesty
and satisfaction to one and

z

all.- -
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not wait until last
minute and have
to buy what you
can get.

15 per cent off
1

Buy your New Year
gifts nowwhilestock
incomplete and do

r

grand display. We would "hint" that you make your selection early, while
picking is at lis best. We will assist you in every way we can COME, SEE.
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when he blessed the stations of the
cross in the new and beautiful St
Vincent's chapel. The stations are
Catholic
in number in
fourteen
churches and chapels and are to remind the faithful frequently to meditate on the passion and death of the
Savior.
ager
Cancels Saturday Night
Secundino Romero of Las Vegas.
Michael Stauton of the Elks
Missed Denver
Connection.
San Theater received a telegram
this
ta Fe train No. 9 from the East ar afternoon
announcing that Murray
rived last night without the Denver and Mack have cancelled their proconnection.
Extreme cold and snow posed performance for Saturday, New
played havoc with train schedules in Year's eve at the Elks Theater. This
Colorado yesterday.
news is received with regret as the
Brother John Transferred
Broth- show was considered a good one and
er John connected the past three a large house was assured. It is said
years with the Church of the Inimac-- ; the company has disbanded,
ulate Conception at Albuquerque has j Young People's Dance Tomorrow
'afternoon from 3:30 to G o'clock the
received a transfer to Denver
will be succeeded at Albuquerque by young people will be entertained at
j a dance
Brother Gavironelo.
given by Mrs. Test at Libra-- '
hall.
ry
Williams and Rising Say the Pace
Buys Sanitarium A deed was re-- i
for 1911 will surely be set by their
corded today in the probate clerk's
as
have
to
let j office from Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Mera.
livery stable,
they
rigs
as good as private ones.
Any one wishing to enjoy a good lSamtoriumi
the norainal considers
drive or who needs a carriage for any tion
at $3.
being
given
purpose will do well to read the ad in
of
Coldest
Season. The merDay
this issue.
cury dropped ,tp- - seven degrees above
Teachers Well Entertained Three zero
early this morning and at 6 a.
hundred teachers enrolled at the con
in. it was nine degrees. The highest
vention of the New Mexico Educa-- ' tpmnprntnrp vpRfm-Hawrr ?.A Hp.
tional association at Las Vegas. A
grees. The average relative humidipicnic in the Gallinas Canon, skating ty WM 75 per cent and the average
im me ice pouus, a general reception
of snow on the ground at 6 p.
in the Commercial Club rooms and depth
m. was 0.9 of an inch. The precipithe New Mexico Oratorical Contest tation for the 24 hours
ending at 6
were some of the events of the
a. m. today was 0.01 of an inch of
snow. Yesterday was clear during
Recounting Albuquerque's Votes
the forenoon and partly cloudy in
The votes cast at the last municipal the afternoon with a flurry of snow,
election at Albuquerque were re- - Snow fell over the foothils and the
counted today before Judge Ira A. ' mountains during the afternoon and
Abott in district court. Mayor J. E. at night.
Elder, the Republican candidate, had
are subject to coughs and
if
a majority of one on the face of the colds,y0u
if you have use for drugs of
returns over Felix Lester, .the pres- - any kind, the Capital Pharmacy have
ent incumbent. The supreme court something of interest to say to you
remanded the case to the district in their ad today regarding ' Americourt and by agreement between the can
Druggists Syndicate Goods, and
litigants the votes were recounted which they cairn to be superior in
today.
quality but with a price no higher
Fifteen Club's Meeting. The Fif- - than the inferior kind.
teen Club will meet tomorrow.
tonic.

fill needs of all.
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tega died last night aged 6S years.
lie is survived by a widow, three
sons and four daughters. The fun-- '
will take place tomorrow at 8
j eral
j a.
m. from the Cathedral, the Very
Rev. Antonio Fourchegu officiating.
r
The
Undertaking Es-- '
tablishment is in charge of the ar-- ;
,
rangements.
New Year's
Day On New Year's
day there will be three masses at the
cathedral, the first at 7 a. m; the
second at 9:30 a. m. and the third
at 10:30. The latter will be a solemn
high mass.
Statehood
Meeting at Mora. A
statehood meeting at Mora tomorrow
evening will be addressed by District
Attorney C. W. G. Ward and Sheriff
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Chocolates, Creams, Taffy
CANDIES
of
mixed.
and a variety
NUTS En2- Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Jilberts,
Brazils, Hickory .futs, Black Walnuts, Peanuts
s,
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
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You will find Green Roofing
at
GOEBELS.
Young People's Dance. Unaer the
direction of Mrs. Test, there will be
given a dance at the V. B. T. Library
hall for the younger set next Friday
afternoon from 3:30 to 6 o'clock.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
was recorded in the probate clerk's
office by Tomas S. de Sais to Melecioi
Sais, for house and land north of'
Palace Avenue in the north east por-- !
tion of the city. The consideration

We Have Everything in the Eating Line to Make a

5H

1910.
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THE WEATHER.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 23. The
forecast is fair weather tonight and Friday; colder in
southeast portion tonight.

HAPPY NEW YEAR
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GKOCERY AND BAKERY

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,
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